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ABSTRACT
Adaptive Bitrate streaming (ABR) has been widely adopted by mobile video services to
deliver satisfying Quality of Experience (QoE) over real-world network with time-varying
cellular bandwidth conditions. To build an ABR service, a wide range of critical compo-
nents spanning different entities need to be determined. It is challenging to achieve designs
with good QoE properties, as the streaming performance depends on complex interactions
among the various factors. To make it more complex, many design decisions also involve
tradeoffs among different QoE metrics.
To address this challenge, in this dissertation, we build four systems to provide system-
atic support for video QoE measurements and analysis. First, we build a general black-box
measurement platform based on standard ABR protocols and common UI designs. It ana-
lyzes HTTP information in the network traffic and correlates UI events of mobile video apps
to reveal ABR design and identify QoE issues. Second, to address the challenge brought
by increasingly adopted encryption protocols such HTTPS and QUIC, we develop a tech-
nique called CSI to infer ABR video adaptation behavior based on packet size and timing
information still available in the encrypted traffic. Third, we explore a conceptually very
different approach to QoE measurement — utilizing the on-device recording capability to
record the video displayed on the mobile device screen and measuring delivered QoE from
this recording. We design a novel system VideoEye to conduct such screen-recording-based
QoE analysis. Lastly, to understand the interaction of existing video streaming system de-
sign with the new transport protocol QUIC, we build a platform WIQ to perform what-if
analysis and measure the video QoE impact of QUIC without the need of modifying the
xiv
server or client implementation. Leveraging these systems, we perform measurements on
popular streaming services, understand the QoE implications of various ABR design, iden-





Mobile video streaming has become increasingly popular in recent years. It now dom-
inates cellular traffic, accounting for 60% of all mobile data traffic and is predicted to
grow to 78% by 2021 [1]. However, achieving satisfying streaming user experience over
real-world networks with time-varying bandwidth conditions remains challenging. A re-
cent Internet-scale study indicates that 26% of smartphone users face video streaming QoE
problems daily [2].
To deliver good streaming QoE, Adaptive Bitrate streaming (ABR) has been widely
adopted to adapt the streaming video quality based on network conditions. However, it is
challenging to achieve ABR designs with good QoE properties, as the streaming perfor-
mance depends on the complex interactions between different factors spanning different
entities across multiple layers. Some design decisions also involve a complex tradeoff be-
tween different QoE metrics as well as other factors such as data usage etc. For example,
the track selection algorithm should try to stream the best-quality track supported by the
network condition. However, if the track selection is too aggressive, the player is likely
to encounter frequent stalls under highly variable network conditions. There is no simple
answer on how to realize the best design.
To help identify QoE issues and develop best practices, it is important to perform con-
1
tinuous measurements to understand the performance and QoE implications of various de-
sign decisions. In particular, we need to understand the interactions between the application
layer adaptation behavior and network delivery at the transport layer to diagnose the root
cause of identified QoE issues and make better design choices. However, performing con-
tinuous measurement to gain such understanding on diverse ABR streaming systems can
be especially challenging for the following reasons.
• Limited visibility into system design and QoE. The proprietary video streaming
services do not readily expose information on the design choices and achieved QoE.
In addition, the design of various services differs significantly in various aspects,
making it challenging to develop a general methodology to infer their design and
measure delivered QoE. Approaches like code disassembly suffer from limitations
such as code obfuscation. Other approaches that either leverage app-specific features
such as URL patterns [3, 4] or rely on deep modifications to the apps [5, 6] cannot
be generally applied.
• Limited information due to traffic encryption. End-to-end encrypted transport
protocols are being increasingly used for security and privacy considerations. For
example, video providers such as Netflix [7] use HTTPS to encrypt the video traffic.
QUIC, a new encrypted transport protocol, also elicited a strong interest in the field
and leads to increasing adoption by industry including Youtube [8]. Many existing
QoE analysis techniques require to obtain the HTTP request information including
URL and headers from the network traffic, and thus can no longer be applied.
• Limited support for QUIC. QUIC has many new features including 0-RTT and
better loss recovery. It has been shown to have better performance compared to
TCP [9, 10] and attracts interest in adoption for ABR video streaming. However,
as QUIC differs from TCP in various aspects including connection management and
congestion control etc., it is not clear how the performance of existing ABR stream-
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ing services will be if they adopt QUIC. There is little work to support measurements
for understanding how ABR services should be designed to better interact with the
new features of QUIC.
These challenges make it difficult for entities involved in the ABR streaming system to
diagnose QoE issues and develop better designs. For example, as network operators desire
to gain a deep understanding into how streaming applications interact with various network
conditions, it is challenging for them to understand the QoE impact of various network
policies and better manage the network to optimize streaming QoE. It is also challenging
for app developers to understand the complex tradeoff imposed by various design choices.
For example, some applications use multiple TCP connections to download multiple video
chunks concurrently to improve the overall throughput, but it can delay the arrival of the
most needed chunk and increase the potential of stalls when buffer occupancy is low [11].
It would be valuable for various entities to perform measurements and gain useful in-
sights to improve the ABR design. In this dissertation, we focus on developing systematic
measurement support to enable video QoE measurements and analysis for different enti-
ties given all the above challenges such as the proprietary nature of commercial systems.
We demonstrate that systematic support for video QoE measurements and cross-layer
is essential to understand the QoE implications of various ABR design, identify QoE
issues and develop best practices. As summarized in Table 1.1, this dissertation explores
this problem along four use cases. It develops novel measurement schemes for these use
cases and uses them to develop deep insights into complex ABR behavior.
1. We develop a general methodology that leverages common properties of ABR
streaming apps to derive valuable insights into the proprietary ABR services with-
out access to the source code [11]. We perform analysis on HTTP requests in the
network traffic based on standard ABR protocols and understand what chunks are
downloaded. We also extract critical QoE information from common UI compo-
nents. Based on this information, we infer the apps’ internal buffer state which is
3
critical to gain insights into their behavior. We craft targeted black-box experiments
to stress-test the apps by emulating various network conditions and manipulating the
communication between the client and server. By analyzing the reaction of the apps,
we are able to glean critical properties of their design.
2. With the increasing adoption of traffic encryption, HTTP information is no longer
available, making existing traffic analysis techniques no longer applicable. We de-
velop a novel system called Chunk Sequence Inferencer (CSI) to perform analysis
on encrypted traffic to infer the downloaded chunk identity. CSI leverages the key
insight that common encryption protocols do not obfuscate traffic volume informa-
tion, likely due to concerns of overhead through padding. It also harnesses the chunk
size variability fundamentally caused by the increasingly adopted Variable Bitrate
Encoding (VBR). We design CSI to work for ABR streaming systems with various
designs covering popular streaming services.
3. As the adoption of traffic encryption makes it challenging to analyze video QoE
from network traffic, we explore a conceptually very different approach. We develop
a novel system called VideoEye that utilizes commonly available standard on-device
recording capabilities of smartphones to record the video displayed on the device
screen, and measures the delivered QoE directly from this recording. We conduct a
measurement study to characterize the overhead and distortion of screen recording.
We find that screen recording does not perturb the ABR video playback process,
but does introduce significant distortions involving compression artifacts and color
space distortions in recorded videos. We develop techniques to measure streaming
QoE based on video properties invariant of recording distortions.
4. The above measurement systems focus on understanding the performance of existing
ABR systems, which mostly use HTTP/HTTPS as the underlying network protocol.





Dissecting VOD Services for Cellular: Perfor-
mance, Root Causes and Best Practices
Developing techniques to an-
alyze QoE with traffic en-
cryption
CSI: Inferring ABR Video Streaming Behavior for
HTTPS and QUIC
Measuring ABR Video Streaming QoE from
Screen Recording
Developing platforms to un-
derstand QoE with QUIC
WIQ: What-if analysis platform for QUIC
Table 1.1: Summary of dissertation work
QUIC, we build a what-if analysis platform without the need to modify the client and
server of existing ABR system implementation. The platform utilizes two proxies to
convert HTTPS requests sent from mobile apps to QUIC, then convert them back to
HTTPS before servers receive the requests. Evaluations show that the platform in-
curs minimal overhead. We demonstrate that the platform effectively helps compare
streaming QoE with HTTPS and QUIC.
1.2 Thesis organization
The dissertation is organized as follows. We describe background on ABR video
streaming and summarize related work in Chapter II. Chapter III presents our measure-
ment study using developed general blackbox measurement platform. Chapter IV presents
the system CSI to analyze ABR streaming behavior from encrypted network traffic. Chap-
ter V presents the system CSI to analyze ABR QoE using on-device screen recording. We
show WIQ to analyze the QoE impact of QUIC adoption in Chapter VI. We conclude the
dissertation in Chapter VIII.
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CHAPTER II
Background and Related Work
We provide some background on ABR video streaming and traffic encryption.
2.1 ABR streaming and QoE
Video streaming over the best-effort Internet is challenging, due to variability in avail-
able network bandwidth. To address such problems and provide satisfactory QoE, ABR
has been proposed to adapt the video bitrate based on network conditions.
In ABR, videos are encoded into multiple tracks. Each track describes the same me-
dia content, but with a different quality level. The tracks are broken down into multiple
shorter chunks and the client can switch between tracks on a per-chunk basis. Media meta-
information including the available tracks, chunk durations and URIs is described in a
metafile called manifest or playlist.
The manifest specifies a bitrate for each track (referred to as declared bitrate) as an es-
timation of the network bandwidth required to stream the track. Note that this value can be
different from the actual bandwidth needed for downloading individual chunks especially
in the case of Variable Bitrate (VBR) encoding. How to set this declared bitrate is left to the
specific service, and a common practice is to use a value in the neighborhood of the peak
bitrate of the track. In addition to the declared bitrate, some ABR implementations also
provide more fine-grained information about chunk sizes, such as average actual chunk
6
Figure 2.1: ABR streaming and relevant design factors
bitrate.
At the beginning of a session, the player downloads the manifest from the server, and
uses the HTTP/HTTPS/QUIC protocol to fetch media chunks from the server. To absorb
network variance and minimize stall events, the player usually maintains a buffer and tries
to fetch chunks ahead of playback time. During streaming, the client-side adaptation logic
(often proprietary) determines what track to fetch next based on a variety of factors, such
as the estimated available network bandwidth and playback buffer occupancy.
There exist a number of different implementations of the above high-level ABR design,
involving different file format and protocols. HTTP Live Streaming (HLS) [12], Dynamic
Adaptive Streaming over HTTP (DASH) [13] and Smooth Streaming [14] are the most well
known of these.
Regardless of implementation details, a wide range of factors spanning the server,
the network and the client and across the transport and application layers can be cus-
tomized based on the system designers’ considerations around different tradeoffs to op-
timize streaming performance. For instance, the client can adopt different track selection
algorithms to balance video quality and stalls. We summarize the relevant factors in Fig-
ure 2.1. While developing objective measures of overall user QoE for video streaming is
still an active research area, it is commonly acknowledged that QoE is highly correlated to
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a few metrics listed below.
• Video quality. One commonly used metric to characterize video quality is average
video bitrate, i.e. the average declared bitrate of chunks shown on the screen. A low
video bitrate indicates poor video quality, leading to poor user experience. However,
the average bitrate by itself is not sufficient to accurately reflect user experience.
As we discuss in more detail in § 3.4.1.3, user experience is more impacted by the
playback of low quality, low bitrate tracks. It is therefore important to reduce the du-
ration of streaming such tracks. To account for this, another metric is the percentage
of playtime when low quality tracks are streamed.
• Video track switches. Frequent track switches impair user experience. One metric
to characterize this is the frequency of switches. In addition, users are more sensitive
to switches between non-consecutive tracks.
• Stall duration. This is the total duration of stall events during a session. A longer
stall duration means higher interruptions for users and leads to poorer user experi-
ence.
• Startup delay. The startup delay measures the duration from the time when the users
click the “play” button to the time when the first frame of video is rendered on the
screen and the video starts to play. A low startup delay is preferred.
Each metric by itself provides only a limited viewpoint and all of them need to be
considered together to characterize overall QoE.
2.2 Motivation for performing active measurement
Video streaming QoE has a direct impact on user engagement and revenue [15]. For
example, a global dataset [16] shows that even a 0.2% increase in stall ratio could reduce
play duration by 8 minutes. However, designing a practical ABR streaming system with
8


















Figure 2.2: ABR video streaming ecosystem.
good QoE properties (e.g., low stall durations, high video quality) is quite complex and
challenging. In addition to the streaming services themselves, a variety of entities including
original content providers (e.g., Walt Disney), mobile network providers (e.g., Verizon) and
CDNs (e.g., Akamai) etc. as depicted in Figure 2.2 are involved in the end-to-end streaming
ecosystem. The streaming performance depends on complex interactions among various
factors spanning these entities (e.g., content encoding on video servers, network policies
and adaptation logic in players). Some design decisions also involve complex tradeoffs. For
example, the track selection algorithm should balance the need to deliver higher quality and
bitrate videos with the need to reduce the likelihood of stalls. It is nontrivial to realize the
best design. As a result, existing designs exhibit high diversity across commercial services
and keep evolving over time [4, 17, 18]. Changes at different entities can collectively
impact video QoE in ways that may not always be fully anticipated, given the associated
complex interactions.
In this dynamic environment, it is important for different entities to monitor delivered
QoE, identify emergent QoE issues, and ultimately develop better designs. For video ser-
vice providers, they typically instrument the server and client to collect QoE information
directly. However, for the other entities, acquiring such information is very challenging in
practice, as commercial streaming services are closed proprietary systems and do not ex-
pose QoE information to other entities such as network providers. To address their need for
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realistic QoE measurements, these entities typically conduct their own testing in the wild.
This even spawns an industry to offer such testing as a service (e.g., [19, 20, 21]). Specif-
ically, they stream videos on mobile devices in different locations of the cellular network
and use blackbox techniques to collect information on the delivered QoE.
Some concrete use cases include (1) mobile network operators hope to understand how
well popular video streaming services work in their network and how they develop better
network policies to manage video traffic. (2) CDN service providers hope to characterize
how well their servers serve video content and diagnose potential performance bottlenecks.
(3) Video service providers desire to measure the performance of other competitors and
industry benchmarks for improving system design. A theme common to these use cases is
that testers need to measure QoE for third-party video streaming services, but typically do
not have access to QoE analytical data from these services. Instead, they typically resort to
blackbox measurements and perform active testing in different network environments.
2.3 Traffic encryption protocols
Existing video streaming analysis techniques [4, 3, 22] rely on parsing HTTP requests
information in the network traffic, e.g., URLs, to identify the identity of downloaded
chunks. However, with the adoption of encryption protocols, such information is encrypted
and no longer available, making existing techniques no longer viable.
In this dissertation, we focus on the two dominant encryption protocols used in video
streaming, i.e., HTTPS (e.g., Netflix [7]) and QUIC (e.g., Youtube [8]). QUIC is a UDP-
based encrypted transport protocol with feature enhancements designed for better perfor-
mance [9, 10]. HTTP-over-QUIC is being standardized as HTTP/3 [23] and attracted wide
interest from the industry. These two protocols cover the vast majority of popular commer-
cial streaming services, hence we focus on them in this paper.
As shown in Figure 2.3, HTTPS and QUIC both use Transport Layer Secu-












Figure 2.3: HTTPS/QUIC network stack and available information
obtained by in-network third-party monitoring, including IP packet timing, IP addresses,
TCP/UDP port number, TLS record length in HTTPS and payload length in QUIC. Addi-
tionally, during the TLS handshake phase, the server domain name can be known from the
Server Name Indication (SNI) extension sent by the client. However, all application pay-
load information such as HTTP request URL and response cannot be observed, defeating
traditional traffic analysis techniques.
It is worth mentioning that compared with HTTPS, QUIC has some unique properties
which make its analysis even more challenging: (1) A retransmitted HTTPS packet can
be detected from the SEQ number in the underlying TCP header. But for QUIC, each
packet carries a new packet number, even for those carrying retransmitted data. This makes
it difficult to identify retransmitted QUIC packets and therefore harder to get an accurate
estimation of the payload size from network traffic size (§4.3.2). (2) QUIC supports multi-
plexing multiple streams for multiple objects at the same time within the same connection.
This makes it more difficult to get individual object sizes transmitted on a QUIC connec-
tion.
Workarounds that decrypt encrypted traffic, including HTTPS MITM (Man-In-The-
Middle) [25] proxies, rooting and client instrumentation etc., are fragile and hard to gen-
eralize, as various measures are increasingly adopted by the ecosystem to prevent such
workarounds for security and privacy considerations. For example, apps on Android 7 on-
wards by default no longer trust user installed certificates [26], making MITM infeasible.
There are no known working solutions to MITM QUIC traffic. Smartphone vendors are
11




Dissecting VOD Services for Cellular: Performance, Root
Causes and Best Practices
In this chapter, we develop a general methodology that leverages common properties of
commodity video-on-demand (VOD) apps to derive valuable insights into these proprietary
services without access to the source code. We conduct a detailed measurement study of a
wide cross-section of popular streaming VOD services to develop a holistic understanding
of these services’ design and performance. We identify performance issues and develop
effective practical best practice solutions to mitigate these challenges.
3.1 Introduction
To build an ABR service, app developers have to determine a wide range of critical
components spanning from the server to the client such as encoding scheme, adaptation
logic, buffer management and network delivery scheme. The design involves (i) consider-
ing various service-specific business and technical factors, e.g., nature of content, device
type, service type and customers’ network performance, and (ii) making complex decisions
and tradeoffs along multiple dimensions including efficiency, quality, and cost, and across
layers (application, network) and different entities. It is thus challenging to achieve designs
with good QoE properties, especially given the variable network conditions in cellular net-
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works.
It is important to develop support for developers to navigate this complex design space.
Understanding the performance and QoE implications of their design decisions helps de-
velopers make more informed and improved designs. Towards this goal, in this chapter, we
conduct a detailed measurement study of 12 popular streaming VOD services to develop a
holistic understanding of their respective designs and associated performances.
3.1.1 Contributions
Methodology. The closed, proprietary nature of commercial services makes it very
challenging to gain deep visibility into their designs. Approaches like code disassembly
suffer from limitations such as code obfuscation. Other approaches that either leverage
app-specific features such as URL patterns [3, 27] or rely on deep modifications to the
apps [5, 6] cannot be generally applied.
To address these challenges, we develop a general methodology that leverages common
properties of commodity VOD apps to derive valuable insights into the proprietary VOD
services without access to the source code (§3.2). Based on the observation that most pop-
ular VOD services adopt well-known ABR protocols, i.e., HTTP Live Streaming (HLS),
SmoothStreaming (SS) and Dynamic Adaptive Streaming over HTTP (DASH) [12, 13, 14],
we analyze the network traffic and extract useful information regarding the content down-
load process, including timing, quality and size of video chunks downloaded. In addition,
detailed analysis of the displayed User Interface (UI) elements for these apps reveals that
they use common methods to inform users about the playback, including playback progress
and stall events. We therefore develop techniques to extract this information. Correlating
the network and UI, our approach is able to effectively extract critical video QoE metrics
such as video quality, stall duration, initial delay and number of track switches. In addi-
tion, we can infer the apps’ internal buffer state which is critical to gain insights into their
behavior.
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To derive insights into critical aspects of service design such as the adaptation logic, we
craft targeted black-box experiments to stress-test the apps by emulating various network
conditions and manipulating the communication between the client and server (e.g., by
altering the manifest file). By analyzing the reaction of the apps, we are able to glean
critical properties of their design.
In this chapter, we focus primarily on VOD services on the Android platform. How-
ever, the measurement methodologies we outline are generally applicable to other platforms
(e.g., iOS) and services such as live streaming as they use the same standards (e.g., iOS AV
Foundation uses HLS) and substantially similar approaches.
QoE issues and best practices. This study shows i) the different points in the design space
adopted by popular services, ii) the different performance tradeoffs they entail. By ex-
amining the absolute and relative performances across different points in the design space,
developers are able to get more insights into the implications of design decisions they make,
and hopefully make more informed design decisions.
Our measurements cover both individual components across the end-to-end delivery
path of ABR and their interactions. This is key to developing insights for better designs
across components to realize an overall enhanced QoE. In contrast, different entities in-
volved in the streaming system such as the content provider, ISP and app developers have
traditionally possessed only partial views and optimized specific factors somewhat inde-
pendently, based mainly on their limited views. This can sometimes lead to suboptimal
performance as end-to-end QoE is ultimately determined by the interplay across all the dif-
ferent factors. Towards filling this gap, this cross-sectional study across different services
develops unique insights by revealing QoE implications of different points in the design
space, shedding light on industry best practices by comparing across different services and
identifying outlier behaviors.
In this study, we observe interesting behaviors that span a wide range of design deci-
sions and further identify a number of QoE-impacting issues and derive best practices for
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improvement. We summarize some of the most interesting findings as follows.
• To improve quality, some apps perform Chunk Replacement (CR) – replacing a
downloaded chunk with a fresh download for the same position in the video at a po-
tentially different quality. We uncover inefficiencies with existing CR schemes that
result in substantial additional data usage, identify root causes, and propose practical
CR schemes that achieve better tradeoffs between QoE and data usage (§3.4.1).
• Some services use VBR encoding. However, when determining the next chunk to
download, they do not account for the substantial size differences across different
chunks in a track, which can be a factor of 2 or more. This can lead to subopti-
mal video QoE. We propose that apps should expose such chunk information to the
adaptation logic and adopt an actual bitrate aware track selection algorithm (§3.4.2).
• Players typically wait until a minimum number of seconds (i.e., startup buffer du-
ration) of video is fetched before initiating playback. We observe that some apps
constantly stall at the beginning of playback when network bandwidth is relatively
low, even with observed startup buffer values as other apps which don’t exhibit this
issue. Our evaluation suggests the need for an additional constraint on when playback
should begin – a minimum threshold on the number of chunks downloaded (§3.4.3).
• Inadequate synchronization between multiple TCP connections and audio/video
downloads can lead to QoE impairments (stalls) for some apps. This highlights
the need for better coordination between the parallel download processes for better
QoE (§3.3.2).
• A suboptimal buffer-based download strategy waits until the buffer is close to empty,
before it restarts downloading. The corresponding app suffered more frequent stalls
compared to the others with higher resuming thresholds. Increasing this resuming
threshold would keep the buffer more occupied and be a practical way to reduce the
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chances of stalls and provide the client extra headroom to adapt to transient network
variability (§3.3.3.2).
3.2 Methodology
We explore a wide range of popular mobile VOD services, including Amazon Video,
DIRECTV, FOX NOW, Hulu, HBO GO, HBO NOW, MAX GO, Netflix, NBC Sports,
Showtime Anytime and XFINITY TV. In this chapter, we focus on 12 of these1 covering
a wide diversity of points in the design space, and study them in depth. These services
individually have millions of app store downloads, and collectively span a wide range of
content types including movies, TV shows and sports videos.
Understanding the design choices and characterizing the QoE of these proprietary video
streaming services are challenging, as they do not readily expose such information. To
address the challenge, we develop a general methodology to extract information from the
traffic and app UI events. To capture important properties of the adaptation logic designs,
we further enhance our methodology with carefully crafted black-box testing to stress test
the players.
Figure 3.1 shows an overview of the methodology. The proxy between the server and
the user device emulates various network conditions (§3.2.4) and extracts video chunk in-
formation from the traffic flow (§3.2.1). The on-device UI monitor monitors critical UI
components (§3.2.2), such as the seekbar in the VOD apps that advances with the playback
to inform users the playback progress and allow users to move to a new position in the
video.
We combine information from the traffic analyzer and UI monitor to characterize QoE.
In our methodology, the Traffic Analyzer obtains detailed chunk information, such as bi-
trate and duration etc, and therefore can be used to characterize video quality and track
1One of the services adopts both DASH and SmoothStreaming. As they have very different design on
both server and client side, we treat them as two different services.
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Figure 3.1: Methodology overview
switches. The UI Monitor on the device tracks the playback progress from the player’s
UI, and is able to characterize the stall duration and initial delay. Furthermore, combining
the information from both the traffic analyzer and the UI monitor, we can infer the player
buffer occupancy across time (§3.2.3), which critically allows us to reason about, identify
and unveil underlying causes of many QoE issues.
To understand complex designs such as the adaptation logic, the proxy uses the Net-
work Emulator and Manifest Modifier to conduct black-box testing. The network emulator
performs traffic shaping to emulate various network conditions. By carefully designing
the bandwidth profile, we are able to force players to react and understand their design.
In some cases, we use the manifest modifier to modify the manifest from the server and
observe players’ behavior to understand how client side players utilize information from
servers. For example, in §3.4.2 with the manifest modification, we are able to explore
whether players take actual track bitrate information into consideration when performing
track selection.




We develop the network traffic analyzer to perform MITM analysis on the proxy and
extract manifest and chunk information from flows between the server and client.
We observe that all the studied apps adopted one or more among the three popular
ABR techniques, i.e. HLS, DASH, and SmoothStreaming. We denote the four services
that use DASH as D1 to D4, another six that use HLS as H1 to H6, the two services that
use SmoothStreaming as S1 and S2.
We specifically developed the traffic analyzer to be generally applied for all VOD ser-
vices that adopt the three popular standard ABR techniques. The traffic analyzer parses the
manifest based on the specification of the ABR protocols, and builds the mapping between
HTTP requests and chunks. Since the three streaming protocol implementations have some
different properties, the traffic analyzer extracts QoE information with different methodolo-
gies based on the protocol each service adopts. We shall mainly describe how the traffic
analyzer works with the two most popular protocol implementations HLS and DASH.
HLS vs. DASH HTTP Live Streaming (HLS) [12] is a media streaming protocol pro-
posed by Apple Inc. In HLS, a media presentation is described by a Master Playlist, which
specifies the resolution, bitrate and the URL of corresponding Media Playlist of each track.
The URL and duration of media chunks are specified in the Media Playlist. Each media
chunk in HLS is a separate media file2. At the beginning of playback, the client downloads
the Master Playlist to obtain information about each track. After it decides to download
chunks from a certain track, it downloads the corresponding Media Playlist and gets the
URI of each chunk.
Compared with HLS, the Dynamic Adaptive Streaming over HTTP (DASH) [13] is an
international standard specifying formats to deliver media content using HTTP. Media con-
tent in DASH is described by the Media Presentation Description (MPD), which specifies
2From version 4, HLS also supports using a sub-range of a resource as a media chunk. But none of our
studied services use this feature.
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each track’s declared bitrate, chunk duration and URI etc. Each media chunk can be a sepa-
rate media file or a sub-range of a larger file. The byte-range and duration of chunks may be
directly described in the MPD. The MPD can also put such information in the Chunk Index
Box (sidx) of each track and specify the URI of sidx. The sidx contains meta information
about the track and is usually placed at the beginning of the media file.
To accommodate the differences across the ABR protocol and service variations, the
traffic analyzer works as follows. It gets the bitrate of each track from the Master Playlist
for HLS, and then extracts the URI and duration of each chunk from it. For DASH, it
gets the bitrate of each track from the MPD, and generates the mapping of byte ranges
to chunk information using different data sources for different apps. D2, D3 and D4 put
such information into the sidx of each track, while D1 directly encodes it in the MPD. D3
encrypts the MPD file in application layer before sending it through the network. However,
the sidx is not encrypted and we can still get chunk durations and sizes.
3.2.2 UI monitor
The UI monitor aims at exposing QoE metrics that can be obtained from the app UI
on the client. Based on our exploration of all the VOD apps in our study, we identify the
seekbar to be a commonly used UI element that indicates the playing progress, i.e. the
position of displayed frames in the video in time.
We investigate how to robustly capture the seekbar information. As the UI appearance
of the seekbar has a significant difference across different apps, we do not resort to image
process techniques. Instead, we use the Xposed framework [28], an Android framework
which enables hooking Android system calls without modifying apps, to log system calls
from the apps to update the seekbar.
We find that despite the significant difference in visual appearance, the usage of the
seekbar is similar across the services. During playback, the players update the status of
the seekbar periodically using the Android API ProgressBar.setProgress. Thus, we obtain
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information about playback progress and stall events from the API calls. The update may
occur even when the seekbar is hidden on the screen. This methodology can be generally
applied to apps that use the Android seekbar component regardless of the UI layout and
visual appearance.
For the all apps we studied, the progress bar was updated at least every 1s and we can
therefore get the current playing progress at at least 1s granularity.
3.2.3 Buffer inference
The client playback buffer status, including the occupancy and the information regard-
ing chunks in the buffer, is crucial for characterizing the player’s behavior. We infer the
buffer occupancy by combining information from the downloading process and the play-
back process, collected by the traffic analyzer and UI monitor respectively: at any time,
the difference between the downloading progress and playing progress should be the buffer
occupancy, and the details, such as the bitrate, and duration of the chunks remaining in the
buffer, can be extracted from the network traffic.
3.2.4 Network emulator
We use the Linux tool tc to control the available network bandwidth to the device across
time to emulate various network conditions.
To understand designs such as the adaptation logic, we apply carefully designed net-
work bandwidth profiles. For instance, to understand how players adapt to network band-
width degradation, we design a bandwidth profile where the bandwidth stays high for a
while and then suddenly drops to a low value. In addition, to identify QoE issues and de-
velop best practices for cellular scenarios, it is important to compare the QoE of the differ-
ent services in the context of real cellular networks. To enable repeatable experimentations
and provide apples-to-apples comparisons between different services, we also replay mul-
tiple bandwidth traces from real cellular networks over WiFi in the lab for evaluating the
services.
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To collect real world bandwidth traces, we download a large file over the cellular net-
work and record the throughput every second. We collect 14 bandwidth traces from real
cellular network in various scenarios covering different movement patterns, signal strength
and locations. We sort them based on their average bandwidth and denote them from Profile
1 to Profile 14 (see Figure 3.2).
We run each of the services with the 14 collected cellular bandwidth traces. Each
experiment lasts for 10min and is repeated for several runs to eliminate temporary QoE
issues caused by the external environment, e.g., transient server load.
3.3 Service characterization
The interactions between different components of each VOD service across multiple
protocol layers on both the client and server side together ultimately determine the QoE.
Using our methodology from §3.2, for each service, we identify critical design choices
around three key components: the server, the transport layer protocols, and the client, and
investigate their QoE implications. We summarize the various designs in Table 3.1.
Our measurements reveal a number of interesting QoE-impacting issues caused by the
various design choices (Table 3.2). We shall present the design factors related to these
issues in this section and dive deeper into 3 most interesting problems in §3.4.
3.3.1 Server design
At the server-side, the media is encoded into multiple tracks with different bitrates, with
each track broken down into multiple chunks, each corresponding to a few seconds worth
of video. Understanding these server-side settings is important as they have critical impact
on the adaptation process and therefore the QoE.
For each service, we analyze the first 9 videos on the landing page which span different
categories. We find that for all studied services, for the 9 videos in the same service, the






















Figure 3.2: Collected cellular network band-
width profiles























Figure 3.4: The distribution of actual bitrate normalized by declared bitrate
sample to further illustrate the design for each service.
Separate audio track. The server can either encode separate audio tracks or multiplex
video and audio content in the same track. Using separate audio tracks decouples video and
audio content, and gives a service more flexibility to accommodate different audio variants
for the same video content, e.g., to use a different language or a different audio sample rate.
We analyze a service’s manifest to understand whether the service encodes separate audio
tracks. We find that all the studied services that use HLS do not have separate audio tracks,
while all services that use DASH or SmoothStreaming encode separate audio tracks.
Track bitrate setting. Track settings such as track count (number of tracks), the prop-
erties of the highest and lowest tracks, and the spacing (bitrate difference) between consec-
utive tracks all impact ABR adaptation and therefore the QoE. We obtain the track declared
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Designs H1 H2 H3 H4 H5 H6 D1 D2 D3 D4 S1 S2
Chunk dura-
tion (s)
4 2 9 9 6 10 5* 5 2 6 2 3*
Separate
audio track
N N N N N N Y Y Y Y Y Y
Max #TCP 1 1 1 1 1 1 6 2 3 3 2 2
Persistent
TCP
Y N N Y N Y Y Y Y Y Y Y
Startup buffer
(s)
8 8 9 9 12 10 15 5 8 6 16 6
Startup bi-
trate (Mbps)
0.63 1.33 1.05 0.47 1.85 0.88 0.41 0.30 0.40 0.67 1.35 0.76
Pausing
threshold (s)
95 90 40 155 30 80 182 30 120 34 180 30
Resuming
threshold (s)
85 84 30 135 20 70 178 25 90 15 175 4
Stability Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y N Y Y Y
Aggressiveness N N N N N N Y N Y N Y N
Decrease
buffer (s)
- 40 - - - - - - 30 - 50 -
* The audio chunk duration of D1 and S2 is 2s.
Table 3.1: Design choices of 14 studied ABR services
bitrate from the manifest of each service3.
The highest track represents the highest quality that a service provides. We find across
the services the highest track has diverse bitrates from 2 Mbps to 5.5 Mbps. Note that the
declared bitrate is not the only factor that determines video quality, as it also depends on
other factors such as encoding efficiency.
The bitrate of the lowest track impacts the players’ ability to sustain seamless playback
under poor network conditions. Apple recommends that the lowest track should be below
192 kbps for cellular network [29]. However, the lowest track of 3 services is higher than
500 kbps and significantly increases the possibility of having stalls with slow network
connection. For example, our evaluations show with the two lowest bandwidth profiles,
H5 always stalls for more than 10 s, while apps with lower bit-rate bottom tracks such as
D2 and D3 do not have stalls under the same network conditions. Because stalls severely
impact QoE, we suggest setting the bitrate of the bottom track to be reasonably low for
3This approach did not work for D3 as the manifest is encrypted at the application layer and cannot be
decrypted. Instead, we use the peak value of the actual chunk bitrates (which can be obtained by parsing the
sidx) as the declared bitrate since other DASH services such D1 and D2 follow such practice
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Design factors Problem QoE impact Affectedservice




Adaptation algorithms do not consider ac-
tual chunk bitrate. Low video quality D2
TCP utilization
Audio and video content downloading
progress is out of sync when using multi-
ple TCP connections.
Unexpected stalls D1





Players do not resume downloading
chunks until the buffer is almost empty. Frequent stalls S2





The bitrate selection does not stabilize with
constant bandwidth. Extensive track switches D1
Players ramp down selected track with
high buffer occupancy. Low video quality
H1, H4,
H6, D1
Players can replace chunks in the buffer
with ones of worse quality.
Waste data and low
video quality H1, H4
Table 3.2: Identified QoE-impacting issues in studied services
mobile networks.
Tracks inbetween the highest and lowest track need to be selected with proper inter-
track spacing. If adjacent tracks are set too far apart, the client may often fall into situations
where the available bandwidth can support streaming a higher quality track, but the player
is constrained to fetch a much lower quality, due to the lack of choices. If adjacent tracks
are set too close to each other, the video quality improves very little by switching to the
next higher track and the higher track count unnecessarily increases server-encoding and
storage overheads. Apple recommends adjacent bitrate to a factor of 1.5 to 2 apart [29].
All services we study are consistent with this guideline.
CBR/VBR Encoding. Services can use two types of video encoding scheme, i.e. Con-
stant Bitrate (CBR) encoding which encodes all chunks into similar bitrates, and Variable
Bitrate (VBR) encoding which can encode chunks with different bitrates based on scene
complexity [30].
We examine the distribution of bitrates across chunks from the same track to determine
the encoding. We get chunk duration information from the manifest. To get chunk sizes, for
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services using DASH, we directly get chunk sizes from the byte range information provided
by the manifest and sidx. For services using HLS and SmoothStreaming, we get the media
URLs from the manifest file and use curl [31] to send HTTP HEAD requests to get the
media size. We find that 3 services use CBR, while the others use VBR with significant
different actual chunk bitrates in a single track. For example, the peak actual bitrate of D1
is twice the average actual bitrate.
With VBR encoding, using a single declared bitrate to represent the required bandwidth
is challenging. We look into how services set the declared bitrate. For the highest track
of each service, we examine the distribution of actual chunk bitrates normalized by the
declared bitrate. As shown in Figure 3.4, S1 and S2 set the declared bitrate around the
average actual bitrate, while other services set the declared bitrate around the peak actual
bitrate. We shall explore further in §3.4.2 the associated QoE implications.
Chunk duration. The setting of chunk duration involves complex tradeoffs [32]. A
short chunk duration enables the client to make track selection decision in finer time gran-
ularity and adapt better to network bandwidth fluctuations, as chunks are the smallest unit
to switch during bitrate adaptation. On the other side, a long chunk duration can help im-
prove encoding efficiency and reduce the server load, as the number of requests required
to download the same duration of video content reduces. We find significant differences
in the chunk duration across the different services, ranging from 2s to as long as 10s (see
Table 3.1). We leave a deeper analysis on characterizing the tradeoffs to future work. In
addition, as we find later in §3.4.3, other factors such as startup buffer duration need to be
set based on the chunk duration to ensure good QoE.
3.3.2 Transport layer design
In ABR, players use the HTTP/HTTPS protocol to retrieve chunks from the server.
However, how the underlying transport layer protocols are utilized to deliver the media
content depends on the service implementation. All the VOD services in this study use
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TCP as the transport layer protocol.
TCP connection count and persistence. As illustrated in Table 3.1, all studied apps
that adopt HLS use a single TCP connection to download chunks. 3 of these apps use non-
persistent TCP connections and establish a new TCP connection for each download. This
requires TCP handshakes between the client and server for each chunk and TCP needs to go
through the slow start phase for each connection, degrading achievable throughput and in-
creasing the potential of suboptimal QoE. We suggest apps use persistent TCP connections
to download chunks. All apps that adopt DASH and SmoothStreaming use multiple TCP
connections due to separated audio and video tracks. All these connections are persistent.
TCP connection utilization. Utilizing multiple TCP connections to download chunks
in parallel brings new challenges. Some apps such as D1 use each connection to fetch
a different chunk. Since concurrent downloads share network resources, increasing the
concurrency can slow down the download of individual chunks. This can be problematic
in some situations (especially when either the buffer or bandwidth is low) by delaying the
arrival of a chunk with a very close playback time, increasing the potential for stalls. Differ-
ent from these apps, D3 only downloads one chunk at a time. It splits each video chunk into
multiple sub-chunk and schedules them on different connections. To achieve good QoE,
the splitting point shall be carefully selected based on per connection bandwidth to ensure
all sub-chunks arrive in similar time, as the whole chunk needs to be downloaded before
it can be played. The above highlights that developing a good strategy to make efficient
utilization of multiple TCP connections requires considerations of complex interactions be-
tween the transport layer and application layer behavior. We leave further exploration to
future work.
When audio and video tracks are separate, the streaming of audio and video chunks are
done separately. Since both are required to play any portion of the video, there should be
adequate synchronization across the two download processes to ensure that both contents
are available by the designated playback time of the chunk. Our evaluations reveal that
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Figure 3.5: The downloading progress of video and audio content of D1 is out of sync,
causing unexpected stalls
uneven downloads for audio and video lead to clear QoE impairments for some apps. For
example, we find D1 uses multiple TCP connections to download audio and video content
in parallel, but its download progresses for audio and video content can have significant dif-
ferences, especially when the network bandwidth is low. For the two network profiles with
the lowest average bandwidth, the average difference between video and audio download-
ing progress is 69.9 s and 52.5 s respectively. In the example shown in Figure 3.5, buffered
video content is always more than audio content. When stalls occur, the buffer still contains
around 100 s of video content. In this case, the stalls could have been avoided, without us-
ing any additional network resources, by just reusing some of the bandwidth for fetching
more audio and a little bit less video. We suggest ensuring better and tighter synchroniza-
tion between audio and video downloads.
3.3.3 Client-side design
The client player is a core component that impacts QoE by performing intelligent adap-
tation to varying network conditions. In this subsection we stress test the different players
using the 14 bandwidth profiles collected from various scenarios. By comparing the be-
havior across different services under identical network conditions, we are able to identify
interesting client behaviors and pinpoint potential QoE problems. More specifically, we
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use black-box testing to study how players behave at startup, i.e. the startup logic, when
they load the next chunk, i.e. the download control policy and what chunk they load, i.e.
the adaptation logic.
3.3.3.1 Startup logic
We characterize two properties in the startup phase, startup buffer duration and startup
track.
Startup buffer duration. At the beginning of a session, clients need to download a
few chunks before starting playback. We denote the minimal buffer occupancy ( in terms
of number of seconds’ worth of content) required before playback is initiated as the startup
buffer duration.
Setting the startup buffer duration involves tradeoffs as a larger value can increase the
initial delay experienced by the user (as it takes a longer time to download more of the
video), but too small a value may lead to stalls soon after the playback. To understand
how popular services configure the startup buffer, we run a series of experiments for each
service. In each experiment we instrument the proxy to reject all chunk requests after the
first n chunks. We gradually increase n and find the minimal n required for the player to
start playback. The duration of these chunks is the startup buffer duration. As shown in
Table 3.1, most apps set similar startup duration around 10s.
Startup track. The selection of the first chunk impacts users’ first impression of the
video quality. However, at the beginning the player does not have information about net-
work conditions (eg., historical download bandwidths), making it challenging to determine
the appropriate first chunk.
We examine the startup track of different players in practice. We find each app con-
sistently selects the same track level across different runs. The startup bitrates across apps
have high diversity. 4 apps start with a bitrate lower than 500 kbps, while another 4 apps set
the startup bitrate higher than 1 Mbps. We shall further explore the QoE impact of startup
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buffer duration and startup track in sec 3.4.3.
3.3.3.2 Download control
One important decision the client makes is determining when to download the next
chunk. A naive strategy is to keep fetching chunks continuously, greedily building up the
buffer to avoid stall events. However, this can be suboptimal as (1) it increases wasted data
when users abort the session and (2) it may miss the opportunity to get a higher quality
chunk if network condition improves in the future. We observe that, even under stable
network conditions, all the apps exhibit periodic on-off download patterns. Combining
with our buffer emulation, we find an app always pauses downloading when the buffer
occupancy increases to a pausing threshold, and resumes downloading when the occupancy
drops below another lower resuming threshold.
We set the network bandwidth to 10 Mbps, which is sufficient for the services to their
respective highest tracks. We find 5 apps set the pausing threshold to be around 30 s, while
other apps set it to be several minutes (Table 3.1). With a high pausing threshold, the player
can maintain a high buffer occupancy to avoid future stall events. However, it may lead to
more data wastage when users abort the playback. The different settings among services
reflect different points in the decision space around this tradeoff.
The difference between the pausing and resuming threshold determines the network
interface idle duration, and therefore affects network energy consumption. 8 apps set the
two thresholds to be within 10 s of each other. As this is shorter than LTE RRC demotion
timer [33], the cellular radio interface will stay in high energy mode during this entire pause
in the download, leading to high energy consumption. We suggest setting the difference of
the two thresholds larger than LTE RRC demotion timer in order to save device energy.
If either the pausing threshold or the resuming threshold is set too low, the player’s abil-
ity to accommodate network variability will be greatly limited, leading to frequent stalls.
We find that S2 sets the pausing threshold to be only 4s and has a higher probability of in-
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Figure 3.6: S2 sets the resuming buffer to
only 4s, leading to stalls
Figure 3.7: D1 selected track is not stable



























Figure 3.8: Selected declared bitrate given a constant bandwidth
curring stalls than other services under similar network conditions. As the example in Fig-
ure 3.6, at 25 s, the buffer occupancy of S2 reaches to the pausing threshold and the player
pauses downloading for around 30 s. When the player resumes downloading chunks, the
buffer occupancy is only 4s and drains quickly due to temporary poor network condition.
As stalls significantly degrade user experience, we suggest setting both thresholds reason-
ably high to avoid stalls. The exact value will depend on factors like the specific adaptation
algorithm and is beyond the scope of this dissertation.
Next, we study the client adaptation logic. A good adaption logic should provide high
average bitrate and reduce stall events and unnecessary track switches.
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3.3.3.3 Track selection under stable network bandwidth
For each app, we run a series of experiments within each of which we emulate a spe-
cific stable network bandwidth for 10 min and examine the resulting track selection in the
steady state. A good adaption logic should achieve an average bitrate similar to the network
bandwidth without stalls and frequent track switches.
Stability. We find that the selected track of D1 does not stabilize even with constant
network bandwidth. As shown in Figure 3.7, the network bandwidth is constantly 500 kbps.
However, D1 frequently switches between different tracks and tries to improve the average
actual bitrate to be close to network bandwidth. However, frequent switches, especially
switches between non-consecutive tracks, can impair user experience. In contrast, the other
apps all converge to a single track (different for each app) after the initial startup phase. We
suggest the adaptation logic avoid unnecessary track switches.
Aggressiveness. We find that the track that different apps converge to under the same
stable bandwidth condition has significant difference across different services. We term
services that converge to a track with declared bandwidth closer to available bandwidth
as more aggressive. We show a few examples in Figure 3.8. We find 3 apps are more
aggressive and select tracks with bitrate no less than the available network bandwidth. The
reason why they are able to stream tracks with a bitrate higher than available network
bandwidth without stalls is that they use VBR encoding and the actual chunk bitrate is
much lower than the declared bitrate. The other apps are relatively conservative and select
tracks with declared bitrates no more than 75% of the available bandwidth. In particular,
D2 even select tracks with declared bitrates no more than 50% of available bandwidth.
3.3.3.4 Track adaptation with varying network bandwidths
To understand the adaptation to varying network condition, we run each app with a
simple “step function” bandwidth profile, i.e. the network bandwidth first stays stable
at one value and suddenly changes to another value. We test different combinations of
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the initial and final bandwidth steps, and when the step occurs. The behavior across the
different apps is summarized in Table 3.1.
Reaction to bandwidth increase. When bandwidth increases, all apps start to switch to
a track with higher bitrate after a few chunks. In addition, we find some apps revisit earlier
track switching decisions and redownload existing chunks in the buffer in an attempt to
improve video quality. We further analyze this in §3.4.1.
Reaction to bandwidth decrease. When bandwidth decreases, apps eventually switch
to a track with a lower bitrate.
A higher buffer pausing threshold enables more buffer buildup, which can help apps
better absorb bandwidth changing events and defer the decision to select a lower track
without the danger of stalls. However, among the 7 apps that have a large buffer paus-
ing threshold (larger than 60 s), 4 apps always immediately switch to a low track when a
bandwidth degradation is detected, even when the buffer occupancy is high, leading to sub-
optimal QoE. In contrast, the other 3 apps set thresholds on buffer occupancy above which
they do not switch to a lower track even if the available bandwidth reduces. We suggest the
adaptation logic takes buffer occupancy into consideration and utilizes the buffer to absorb
network fluctuations.
In summary, our measurements show popular VOD services make a number of different
design choices and it is important to perform such cross-section study to better understand
the current practices and their QoE implications.
3.4 QoE issues: deep dive
Some QoE impacting issues involve complex interactions between different factors. In
this section, we explore in depth some key issues impacting the services we study, and
use targeted black-box experiments to deduce their root causes. In addition, we further
examine whether similar problems exist for ExoPlayer, an open source media player used
by more than 10,000 apps [34] including YouTube [35], BBC [36], WhatsApp [37] and
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Periscope [38] etc. Exoplayer therefore provides us a unique view of the underlying design
decisions in a state-of-the-art ABR player being increasingly used as the base for many
commercial systems. The insights and mitigation strategies we develop from this explo-
ration can be broadly beneficial to the community for improving the QoE of VOD services.
3.4.1 Chunk replacement (CR)
Existing adaptation algorithms [39, 40, 41, 5] try to make intelligent decisions about
track selection to achieve the best video quality while avoiding stall events. However, due
to the fluctuation of network bandwidth in the mobile network, it is nearly impossible for
the adaption logic to always make the perfect decision on selecting the most suitable bitrate
in terms of the tradeoff between quality and smoothness. We observe that to mitigate the
problem, when the network condition turns out to be better than predicted, some players
will discard low quality chunks that are in the buffer but have not yet been played, and re-
download these chunks using a higher quality track to improve user perceived video quality.
We denote this behavior of discarding video chunks in the buffer and redownloading them
with potentially different quality as Chunk replacement (CR).
While CR could potentially improve video quality, it does involve some complex trade-
offs. As chunks in the buffer are discarded and redownloaded, the additional downloads
increase network data usage. In addition, CR uses up network bandwidth which could
potentially have been used instead to download future chunks and may lead to quality
degradation in the future. Existing works [42, 43, 44] find Youtube can perform extensive
CR in a non-cellular setting. However, how common CR is used across popular services
and the associated cost-benefit tradeoff for cellular networks is not well understood. We
characterize this tradeoff for popular services, identify underlying causes of inefficiencies,
and propose improvements.
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3.4.1.1 Usage and QoE impact of CR for popular VOD apps
To understand the usage of CR by popular VOD apps, we run them with the 14 collected
network bandwidth profiles. We analyze the track and index (the position of the chunk
within the video track) of downloaded chunks. As chunks with the same index represent
the same content, when multiple chunks with the same index are observed in the traffic,
we confirm that the player performs CR. Among the players we study, we find H1 and H4
perform CR.
We conduct what-if analysis to characterize the extent of video quality improvement
and additional data usage caused by CR. When CR occurs, among the chunks with the
same index, only the last downloaded chunk is preserved in the buffer and all previous
downloads are discarded. We confirm this using the buffer information in the logcat of H1.
We emulate the case with no CR by keeping only the first downloaded chunk for each index
in the trace and use it as a baseline comparison. Our analysis shows that CR as currently
implemented by H4, does not work well. The findings are summarized as follows. H1
shows similar trends.
• CR as currently implemented can significantly increase data usage. With 5 of the band-
width profiles, the data consumption increases by more than 75%. The median data
usage increase is 25.66%.
• For most bandwidth profiles, the video quality improves marginally. The median im-
provement in average bitrate across the 14 profiles is 3.66%.
• Interestingly, we find CR can even degrade video quality. For one profile, CR decreases
the average bitrate by 4.09% and the duration for which tracks higher than 1 Mbps are
streamed reduces by 3.08%.
The video quality degradation we observed with CR is surprising, as one would expect
CR to only replace lower-bitrate chunks with higher-bitrate ones and therefore improve the
average bitrate. Diving deeper, for each experimental run, we emulate the client buffer
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over time. When a new chunk is downloaded, if the buffer already contains a chunk with
the same index, we replace the previously buffered chunk with the newly downloaded one
and compare their quality. A somewhat counter-intuitive finding is that the redownloaded
chunks are not always of higher quality. Across the 14 bandwidth profiles, for all CR
occurrences, on average respectively 21.31% and 6.50% of redownloaded chunks were
of lower quality or same quality as the replaced chunk. These types of replacements are
intuitively undesirable, as they use up network resources, but do not improve quality.
To understand why H4 redownloads chunks with lower or equal quality, we analyze
when and how H4 performs CR. We make the following observations.
• How CR is performed. We find that after H4 redownloads a chunk seg, it always re-
downloads all chunks that are in the buffer with indexes higher than seg. In other words,
it performs CR for multiple chunks proactively and does not just replace a chunk in the
middle of the buffer. In all CR occurrences across the 14 profiles, the 90th percentile of
the number of contiguously replaced chunks was 6 chunks.
• When CR is triggered. Whenever H4 switches to a higher track, it always starts replac-
ing some chunks in the buffer. For all runs with the 14 bandwidth profiles, each time
CR occurs, we examine the quality of the first replaced chunk among the contiguous
replaced ones. We find in 22.5% of CR cases, even the first redownloaded chunk had
lower or equal quality compared with the one already in the buffer. This implies that H4
may not properly consider the video quality of buffered chunks when performing CR.
We show an example of H4 performing CR in Figure 3.9. At 150 s, H4 switches from
Track 3 to Track 4, which triggers CR. Instead of downloading the chunk corresponding to
580 s’ of content, it goes back to redownload the chunk corresponding to 500 s’ of content.
In fact, that chunk was already downloaded at 85 s with a higher quality from Track 8. As
the new downloaded chunk is from Track 4, this indicates CR with lower quality. Even
worse, H4 keeps redownloading all buffered chunks after that. This even causes a stall at
165 s, which otherwise could have been avoided.
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Figure 3.9: H4 starts CR as long as it switches to a higher track and does not consider the
track of chunks in the buffer
Deducing the root causes of such suboptimal CR design from commercial players such
as H4 is challenging due to their proprietary nature. To gain a deeper understanding into
the underlying considerations behind CR policies, we next examine the CR design of the
popular open-source ExoPlayer and its QoE implications.
3.4.1.2 CR analysis with ExoPlayer
We find that ExoPlayer version 1 uses CR and suffers from some similar issues as
H4, i.e. it can also redownload chunks with lower or equal quality. To understand this,
we first need to understand Exoplayer’s adaptation logic. Before loading each chunk the
track selection algorithm selects the track based on available network bandwidth and buffer
occupancy. When it decides to select a higher track X than the last selected one Y, it
initiates CR if the buffer occupancy is above a threshold value. It identifies the chunk with
the smallest playback index in the buffer that is from a track lower than the track Y that
ExoPlayer is about to select for the upcoming download. Beginning with that chunk, it
discards all chunks with a higher index from the buffer. While this strategy guarantees that
the first discarded chunk is replaced with higher quality one, the same does not hold for the
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following chunks being replaced.
The root cause of these CR-related issues is that the player does not (i) make replace-
ment decision for each chunk individually and (ii) limit CR to only replace chunks with
higher quality. To answer the question why players including H4 and ExoPlayer do not do
this, we study the ExoPlayer code and discover that it does not provide APIs to discard a
single chunk in the middle of the buffer. Further investigation shows that this is caused by
the underlying data structure design. For efficient memory management, ExoPlayer uses a
double-ended queue to store chunks ordered by the playback index. Network activities put
new chunks on one end, while the video renderer consumes chunks on the other end, which
ensures that the memory can be efficiently recycled. Discarding a chunk in the middle is
not supported, and thus to perform CR, the player has to discard and redownload all chunks
with higher indexes than the first chosen one.
We find that the underlying data structure and CR logic remain the same in the latest
Exoplayer version 2, but that CR is currently deactivated and marked for future activation.
To understand the reasons behind ExoPlayer’s approach to CR, we contacted its design-
ers. They communicated that they were concerned about the additional complexity and
less efficient memory allocation associated with allowing a single chunk in the middle to
be discarded, and uncertainty about the benefits of CR. They were also concerned that al-
lowing discard for a single chunk introduces some dependency between the track selection
algorithm and other modules such as buffering policy.
3.4.1.3 CR Best practices and improvement evaluation
The response from ExoPlayer developers motivates us to look into how useful CR is
when designed properly and whether it is worthwhile to implement it. Intuitively a proper
CR logic should have the following properties.
• The logic considers replacing a chunk a time. Each chunk is replaced individually.
• Chunks can only be replaced by higher quality chunks.
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Figure 3.10: The displayed track percentage with/without CR. Each pair of bars are with
the same network condition: left is without CR; right is with CR
• When buffer occupancy drops below a threshold, the player should stop performing more
replacements and resume fetching future chunks to avoid the danger of stalls.
Changing the Exoplayer memory management implementation to enable discarding in-
dividual chunks is a non-trivial endeavor. Instead, for our evaluations, we modify the Exo-
player track selection logic to work with HTTP caching to achieve the same end-results. As
an example, when chunks are discarded from the buffer, their track information is recorded.
Later if the track selection logic determines to redownloaded them with quality no higher
than the discarded ones, we change the track selection to select the track of the discarded
chunk so that they can be recovered directly from the local cache on the device without
sending traffic to the network. From the network perspective, this would have the same
effect as not discarding the chunk.
To evaluate the QoE impact of the improved CR algorithm, we play a publicly available
DASH stream [45] using the 14 collected real world bandwidth profiles. We find that,
across the profiles, the median and 90th percentile improvements in average bitrate are
11.6% and 20.9% respectively.
Subjective QoE studies(e.g., [46]) show that the video bitrate is not linearly propor-
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tional to user QoE. Rather, increasing the bitrate when bitrate is low will cause a much
sharper increase in user experience. But when bitrate is already high, further increasing the
bitrate does not lead to significant additional QoE improvements. In other words, it is more
important to reduce the duration of time that really low quality tracks are streamed. Thus
we further break down the track distribution of displayed chunks without and with CR. As
shown in Figure 3.10, when network bandwidth shows significant fluctuation and players
have chances to switch between tracks, a properly designed CR strategy can greatly reduce
the duration of streaming low tracks. For bandwidth profiles 3 and profile 4, the duration
of streaming tracks lower than 360p reduces by 32.0% and 54.1% respectively. For pro-
file 7 to profile 12, the duration of streaming tracks worse than 480p reduces significantly,
reduction ranging from 30.6% to 64.0%.
CR increases video bitrate at the cost of increasing network data usage. For ExoPlayer
with our improved CR algorithm, the median data usage increase across 14 profiles is
19.9%. For 5 profiles, the usage increases by more than 40%. Across the 14 profiles, the
median amount of wasted data, i.e. data associated with downloading chunks that were
later discarded, as a proportion of the total data usage was 10.8%. This implies that CR
should be performed carefully for users with limited data plans.
To better make tradeoff between data usage and video quality improvement, we suggest
only discarding chunks with low quality when data usage is a concern. As we shall see,
discarding chunks with lower bitrate has a bigger impact on improving QoE and causes less
waste data. To evaluate the proposed concept, we change the CR algorithm to only replace
chunks no better than a threshold of 720p, and characterize the impact on data usage and
video quality. We test with three profiles with the largest amount of waste data. Compared
with the case of using no such threshold, for the 3 profiles, the wasted data reduced by 44%
on average, while the proportion of time that streaming quality better than 720p was played
stayed similar. The results therefore show that this is a promising direction for exploring
practical CR schemes. Further work is needed in fine tuning the threshold selection.
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Figure 3.11: Illustration of the manifest modification in the experiment (D in the figure
stands for declared bitrate)
In summary, we find proper usage of CR significantly reduces the duration of streaming
tracks with poor quality and improves QoE. When making replacement decisions, players
should consider each chunk individually and only replace chunk with higher quality. This
requires underlying implementation to support discarding a chunk in the middle of the
buffer. Due to the implementation complexities, creating a library that supports such oper-
ations can greatly benefit the app developer community.
3.4.2 Using declared vs. actual bitrate
Servers specify the declared bitrate for each track in the manifest as a proxy for its
network resource needs, to help client players select proper tracks based on the network
bandwidth. However, especially for VBR encoding which is increasingly popular, a single
declared bitrate value cannot accurately reflect the actual bitrate across the video. For
example, as shown in Figure 3.4, the declared bitrate of videos from D2 can be twice of the
average actual bitrate. Despite the potentially significant difference between the declared
bitrate and actual bitrate, we find that the adaptation logic in some players such as D2 relies
purely on the declared bitrate to make track selection decisions, leading to suboptimal QoE.
Since D2 uses DASH, it can in theory obtain actual chunk bitrates from chunk index
boxes before playback. To verify whether D2 takes the actual bitrate into consideration dur-
ing track selection, we carefully design black-box testing experiments to reveal its internal
logic. We modify the manifest to generate two variants with tracks of the same declared
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bitrate but different actual bitrates. As illustrated in Figure 3.11, in variant 1 we shift the
mapping between the declared bitrate and corresponding media files. We replace the media
of each track to the one with the next lower quality level, while keeping the declared bitrate
the same. In variant 2, we simply remove the lowest track and keep other tracks unchanged
to keep the same number of tracks as variant 1. Thus, comparing these two variants, each
track in variant 1 has the same declared bitrate as the track of the same level in variant 2,
but the actual bitrate is the same as that of the next lower track in variant 2. We use D2
to play the two variants using a series of constant available bandwidth profile. We observe
that with the same bandwidth profile, the selected tracks for the two variants are always
of the same level with the same declared bitrate. This suggests that it only considers the
declared bitrate in its decision on which track to select next, else the player would select
tracks with different levels for the two variants but with the same actual bitrate.
As the average actual bitrate of videos from D2 is only half of declared bitrate, fail-
ure to consider the actual bitrate can lead to low bandwidth utilization, and thus deliver
suboptimal QoE. We use D2 to play original videos from its server with a stable 2 Mbps
available bandwidth network profile. The average achieved throughput is only 33.7% of
the available bandwidth in the steady phase. Such low bandwidth utilization indicates that
D2 could potentially stream higher quality video without causing stalls.
There are historical factors underlying the above behavior. HLS was the first widely
adopted ABR streaming protocol for mobile apps, and some elements of its design meshed
well with the needs of the predominant encoding being used at the time, i.e. CBR. For
example, the HLS manifest uses a single declared bitrate value to describe the bandwidth
requirements for each track. This is the only information available to the player’s track
selection logic regarding the bandwidth needs for a chunk in a track, before actually down-
loading the chunk. HLS requires setting this value to the peak value for any chunk in the
track [12]. With CBR encoding, different chunks in a track have similar actual bitrates,
making the declared bitrate a reasonable proxy for the actual resource needs. Adaptation
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algorithms [47, 39, 40] therefore traditionally have depended on the declared bitrate to
select tracks.
More recently, ABR services have been increasingly adopting VBR video encodings as
shown in Figure 3.4, which offers a number of advantages over CBR in terms of improved
video quality. However, different chunks in a VBR encoded track can have very different
sizes due to factors such as different types of scenes and motion.
As the actual bitrate of different chunks in the same track can have significant variabil-
ity, it becomes challenging to rely on a single declared bitrate value to represent all the
chunks in a track. With VBR encoding, setting the declared bitrate to average actual bitrate
can lead to stall events [5, 48]. On the other hand, setting the declared bitrate to the peak
rate and using that as an estimate for a track’s bandwidth (as D2 seems to do) can lead
to low bandwidth utilization and suboptimal video quality. The solution to the above is
that (i) more granular chunk size information should be made available to the adaptation
algorithm and (ii) the algorithm should utilize that information to make more informed
decisions about track selection.
ABR protocols are moving towards making this granular information available, but
challenges remain. DASH and newer versions of HLS support storing each chunk as a
sub-range of a media file and expose the chunk byte ranges and durations in the manifest
file which can be used to determine the actual bitrate for each chunk. HLS also supports
reporting the average bitrate in the manifest along with the peak bitrate. Thus, in theory,
an adaptation logic should now be able to utilize this information. However, we find that
the information may still not be exposed to the adaptation algorithm. We checked the im-
plementation of ExoPlayer version 2, the latest version. It provides a unified interface to
expose information based on which an adaptation algorithm selects tracks. However, the
interface only exposes limited information including track format, declared bitrate, buffer
occupancy and bandwidth estimation. It does not expose the actual chunk-level bitrate in-
formation that is included in the manifest file. This implies that even though app develop-
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Figure 3.12: The displayed track percentage without/with considering actual chunk bitrate.
ers can implement customized sophisticated adaptation algorithms, in Exoplayer, currently
they still can not leverage actual bitrate information to select tracks.
We next demonstrate that even a simple adaptation algorithm that considers actual
chunk bitrates can improve QoE. We adjust ExoPlayer’s default adaptation algorithm to
select the track based on the actual chunk bitrate instead of the declared bitrate. To evalu-
ate the performance, we VBR-encode the Sintel test video [49] and create an HLS stream
consisting of 7 tracks. For each track we set the peak bitrate (and therefore the declared bi-
trate) to be twice of the average bitrate. We play the video both with the default adaptation
algorithm and the modified algorithm that considers actual bitrate using the 14 collected
network profiles.
We show the distribution of displayed track with and without considering actual chunk
bitrate in Figure 3.12. Each pair of bars are with the same network condition. The left one
the is the distribution only considering declared bitrate. The right one is the distribution
considering actual bitrate. As we can see, when actual bitrate is considered, the duration
of playing content with low quality reduces significantly. Across the 14 network profiles
the median of average bitrate improvements is 10.22%. For the 3 profiles with the lowest
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Figure 3.13: H3 encounters a stall soon after starting to play
average bandwidth, the duration for which the lowest track is played reduces by more than
43.4% compared with the case of considering only the declared bitrate for track selection.
Meanwhile, for all profiles we observe the stall duration stays the same, except for one
profile, where it increases marginally from 10 s to 12 s. Note that the above results just
illustrates the potential of using fine-grained chunk size information. The development of
superior ABR adaptation schemes for VBR to make better tradeoff between video quality
and stalls is a separate research topic in itself.
In summary, we suggest the services should expose actual chunk bitrate information
to the adaptation logic, and that the adaptation logic should utilize such information to
improve track selection.
3.4.3 Improving startup logic
We find that some apps such as H3 always have stalls at the beginning of playback with
certain network bandwidth profiles, while other apps do not have stalls under the same
network condition. This indicates potential problems with the startup logic. As shown in
Figure 3.13, H3 first selects the track with a bitrate around 1 Mbps, which is higher than
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Figure 3.14: Startup delay and stall ratio with different chunk durations, startup tracks and
startup chunk count.
the available network bandwidth . It starts playback after downloading the first chunk. For
the second chunk it keeps selecting the same track as it may not yet have built up enough
information about the actual network condition. As the network bandwidth is lower than
selected bitrate, the buffer goes empty before the second chunk is downloaded, leading to
a stall.
The investigation into the design difference between apps with and without QoE prob-
lems can give us hints on potential causes and solutions. We find H3 and H2 set similar
startup buffer durations. However, H2 does not encounter stalls with the same network,
while H3 does. Further analysis shows that each chunk of H2 is only 2 s long and it down-
loads 4 chunks before starting playback, while the chunk duration for H3 is 9 s and it starts
playback once a single chunk is downloaded. Based on this observation, we hypothesize
that the likelihood of having stalls at the beginning of playback does not only depend on
the startup buffer duration in seconds but also on the number of chunks in the buffer. Using
just 1 chunk as startup buffer introduces a high possibility to have stalls at the beginning of
playback.
To validate this hypothesis and identify improvements, we characterize the tradeoff
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brought by startup buffer duration setting between resulting startup delay and stall like-
lihood at the beginning of a video session, and propose suggestions for determining the
setting empirically. We instrument ExoPlayer to set different startup buffer durations and
play the Testcard stream, a publicly available DASH stream [45], with different chunk
durations. We also configure the player to use different startup track settings. We calculate
the average startup delay and the stall ratio, i.e. ratio of runs with stalls, with 50 bandwidth
profiles of 1 min generated by dividing the lowest 5 10-min bandwidth profiles. As shown
in Figure 3.14, we have the following observations.
• The stall ratio depends on both the startup buffer duration and the chunk duration. With
the same startup buffer duration of 8 s, the stall ratio with chunks of 4 s is only 57.7% of
the ratio with chunks of 8 s.
• Compared with using 1 chunk as startup buffer, using 2 or 3 chunks significantly reduces
the stall possibility. In all video settings, the stall ratio for using 3 chunks is less than
41.7% of the stall ratio for 1 chunk.
• Using a higher bitrate track as startup track can significantly increase stall possibility,
especially when startup buffer is only 1 chunk. With the startup buffer duration set to
be 4s, when increasing the startup track bitrate from 0.5Mpbs to 1Mbps, the stall ratio
increases from 60.0% to 91.1%.
Our findings suggest that apps should set the startup buffer duration to 2 to 3 chunks.
We check the implementation of ExoPlayer. The startup buffer duration is a static value in
seconds which developers can configure. We suggest the player should enforce the startup
buffer threshold both in terms of duration and chunk count. The startup track bitrate should
also be relatively low to avoid stalls. Similar suggestions can be also applied to the logic
when the player recovers from stall events.
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3.5 Summary
We conduct a detailed measurement study of a wide cross-section of 12 popular mobile
streaming VOD services to develop a holistic understanding of their design and perfor-
mance. Using carefully crafted measurements, we tease out important component designs
across the end-end pipeline, including track settings, startup behavior, track switching be-
havior etc., and identify a number of QoE issues and their underlying causes. Using what-
if-analysis, we develop best practice solutions to mitigate these challenges. By extending
the understanding of how elements of service design impact QoE, our findings can help
developers better navigate the design space and build mobile ABR services with improved
performance.
In this chapter, we focus on VOD services. As live streaming uses same ABR protocols
as VOD, the measurement methodology can be extended to study live streaming as well.
We leave performing a detailed measurement study on live streaming to future work.
The proposed measurement methodology in this chapter relies on HTTP request infor-
mation in the traffic. With the increasing adoption of traffic encryption, such a methodology
is no longer applicable. In the next chapters, we explore techniques to study ABR adapta-
tion behavior and measure streaming QoE even in the presence of traffic encryption.
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CHAPTER IV
CSI: Inferring Mobile ABR Video Adaptation Behavior
under HTTPS and QUIC
In the previous chapter, we analyze HTTP information in the network traffic to under-
stand the adaptation behavior of ABR systems under different network conditions. How-
ever, end-to-end traffic encryption protocols such as HTTPS and QUIC are increasingly
adopted by streaming services, defeating traditional traffic analysis approaches. To ad-
dress this, in this chapter, we develop CSI (Chunk Sequence Inferencer), a general system
supporting third-parties to perform active measurements and infer mobile ABR video adap-
tation behavior based on packet size and timing information still available in the encrypted
traffic.
4.1 Introduction
As described in Chapter II, different mobile streaming systems adopt different ABR
strategies and tradeoffs. Their clients exhibit substantially different adaptation behaviors
even under the same network conditions, and they keep evolving over time.
In this chapter, we develop a novel, general system CSI (Chunk Sequence Inferencer)
that provides the capability to independently conduct active measurements and infer the
adaptation behavior and delivered QoE of third party commercial mobile video services,
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for the increasingly common but challenging use case where these services use encrypted
(HTTPS/QUIC) communications between the client and server. For a specific streaming
service and video asset, CSI streams the video under specific network conditions of interest
(§4.4). A key feature is that CSI analyzes the associated network traffic to infer (1) the
identity of each downloaded chunk, i.e., the index, the track it belongs to, whether it is
an audio or video chunk and (2) the time when each chunk is downloaded. From such
information, QoE information including displayed video quality and variance, and stall
occurrences can be further analyzed.
CSI should be particularly useful to a wide range of third-party entities who desire to
independently evaluate and understand the adaptation behavior of popular mobile video
services. Without a tool like CSI, it is extremely challenging to study the adaptation be-
havior of commercial streaming services: in addition to the complex ABR logic, these
commercial systems are proprietary and close source, and very little is known about their
inner workings.
One key challenge CSI addresses is that popular streaming apps [7, 50] are increasingly
adopting end-to-end encryption protocols like HTTPS and QUIC and encrypt packet pay-
loads. Existing active measurement approaches depend on being able to extract application
level information from the network traffic between the client and server, and determine the
identity of each downloaded chunk using information in the corresponding HTTP request
URL ([43, 11, 4, 3]). This approach is no longer viable in the presence of traffic encryption
as all higher level information, including the request URL information is encrypted. Even
workarounds such as Man-In-The-Middle (MITM [25]) proxies are becoming increasingly
less effective (see §4.2). Machine learning based proposals [17, 51, 52, 53, 54, 55] also
have various limitations, including requiring labeled QoE data to train models, which is
hard to obtain in general (§4.2).
To address this challenge, CSI infers chunk identities as follows (§4.3). It leverages the
key insight that for common traffic encryption, the data volume sent over the network is
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similar to the corresponding object size before encryption. Before running the active mea-
surement, CSI obtains the sizes of all chunks across all tracks for the target test video. After
running the video streaming session, it analyzes the IP-level information still available in
the encrypted traffic - specifically the packet sizes and timing information. Conceptually, it
analyzes the encrypted traffic to first infer the packets corresponding to client requests for
chunks, and then estimates the size of each downloaded chunk based on the traffic down-
loaded between consecutive requests. It then uses the chunk size as a fingerprint to identify
the corresponding playback index and track of each downloaded chunk.
Our key contributions are:
• Foundational insights (§4.3). We perform extensive measurements and develop two
key insights that demonstrate the feasibility of inferring chunk identities from en-
crypted traffic. (1) Downloaded object size can be accurately inferred from associ-
ated encrypted packets (§4.3.2). (2) For the increasingly common Variable Bitrate
(VBR) encoding, even with a relatively short sequence of chunk sizes, consisting of
a mixture of chunks from different tracks, the identity of each chunk in the sequence
can still be identified with high accuracy (§4.3.3).
• Design of CSI (§4.4). CSI enables automated and repeated active measurements to
understand the adaptation behavior and delivered QoE of commercial mobile video
streaming under various network conditions, which is useful for situations that re-
quires large-scale testing. It automates the measurement process including perform-
ing network emulation, player UI instrumentation, data collection and analysis.
• Inference algorithm that is a key component of CSI (§4.5). To efficiently identify
the chunk sequence that matches size information from the traffic, CSI formulates
the matching problem as a shortest path graph search. CSI also addresses additional
challenges introduced by QUIC’s unique properties, such as the stream multiplexing
feature.
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• Evaluation (§4.6). We perform extensive evaluations and demonstrate that CSI
achieves high inferencing accuracy (1) across different chunk size variability across
6 popular services (2) across ABR systems with different designs. In addition, the
analysis is fast, typically taking only a few seconds to analyze a 10 min long video
session.
• Use case (§4.7). We use Hulu as an example service and illustrate how CSI can be
used in practice to help understand the QoE implications of parameter settings in
token-bucket based traffic shaping policies and derive optimized shaping policies for
mobile networks (§4.7).
We are working with the developers of a popular mobile video streaming analysis
toolkit from a large mobile network operator to integrate CSI into the toolkit. The toolkit
is widely used in the industry and a new version including CSI is being prepared for public
release.
The design of CSI was primarily motivated by the need to analyze complex adaptation
behavior of closed-source mobile apps in highly variable network conditions typical of
cellular networks. However, CSI can also be used for less challenging scenarios such as
more stable broadband home networks and web-based ABR streaming.
4.2 Design requirements
We describe the requirements in designing CSI for analyzing ABR video streaming in
the presence of traffic encryption and where existing work fails.
• The system should require minimal knowledge on the adaptation behavior or QoE
about the tested service, as that is what the system tries to measure. [17, 51, 52,
53, 54, 55] use network traffic data with labeled video QoE to train ML models to
monitor video QoE from encrypted network traffic charateristics such as throughput.
However, such labeled QoE data is hard to obtain without active measurement.
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• The system should be robust and generalizable. It should (1) only use informa-
tion generally available in the encrypted network traffic, (2) leverage common char-
acteristics in video streaming independent of specific track adaptation algorithms.
Workarounds that decrypt encrypted traffic, including HTTPS MITM [25] proxies,
rooting and client instrumentation etc., are fragile and hard to generalize, as various
measures are increasingly adopted by the ecosystem to prevent such workarounds
for security and privacy considerations. For example, apps on Android 7 onwards
by default no longer trust user installed certificates [26], making MITM infeasible.
There is no known working solutions to MITM QUIC traffic. Smartphone vendors
are making it much more difficult or even infeasible to root the devices (e.g., Sam-
sung S5 onwards and iPhone). The measurement system should work in cases where
such workarounds are not applicable. [56] uses very specific assumptions on ABR
adaptation logic to estimate QoE metrics, which do not hold in general.
• The system should provide fine-grained information on how players adapt to various
network conditions and resulting QoE. This is essential for many use cases such as
performing QoE diagnosis and deriving better designs. Previous mentioned machine
learning approaches only provide coarse-grained binary classification or qualitative
labels on the QoE, which is insufficient for use cases such as deriving better traffic
policies or diagnosing QoE issues.
4.3 CSI overview: using sizes as fingerprint
In this section, we describe the high-level approach of CSI and the key insights that
enable it. We will describe practical challenges and more CSI design details later in §4.4
and §4.5.
In the following, we denote the chunk corresponding to the ith request as Ci, its media
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Symbol Description
Ci Chunk corresponding to the ith request
Mi, Ti, Ii, Si Media type, track, index and size of Ci
S̃i The estimated size of Ci based on traffic
Sak The size of an audio chunk in the kth audio track
Table 4.1: The notation used in this chapter
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Figure 4.1: Proposed analysis approach for encrypted traffic (T: track, I: index, Tx,Iy means
the yth chunk in the xth track.)
type (audio or video1), track, index and size as Mi, Ti, Ii and Si respectively (in Table 4.1).
4.3.1 High-level solution
In advance of running the actual streaming experiment, CSI gathers sizes of all chunks
from all tracks of the test video. Note this only need to be performed once for each test
video. Then CSI streams the tested video on the target service in certain network condi-
tions. During the test, CSI captures encrypted traffic going through the device. After the
test, it infers downloaded chunk identities from encrypted traffic following below 2 steps.
Step 1. Combining packet sizes and timing, CSI identifies (i) packets corresponding to
HTTP requests from the player to the server in the upstream direction, and (ii) the set
of packets in the downstream direction that correspond to the response (i.e., chunk) for
each request. From this CSI estimates sizes of downloaded chunks. We denote the esti-
mated chunk sizes as (S̃i)ni=1 (they may have inaccuracy compared with actual chunk sizes
1Some ABR services multiplex audio and video content together and each chunk contains both video and





Step 2. Given the estimated downloaded chunk sizes (S̃i)ni=1, CSI identifies the chunk
sequence (Ci)ni=1 (where different chunks can be from different tracks) whose size sequence
(Si)
n
i=1 most closely matches (S̃i)
n
i=1 as the likely set of chunk downloaded in the session.
The feasibility of such an inference approach depends on two key insights. (1) For
encrypted traffic, given a group of packets associated with downloading a chunk, we can
estimate chunk sizes with relatively high accuracy. (2) Given the achievable accuracy of
chunk size estimation, we can accurately identify the chunk identity based on the size.
Works [57, 58, 59, 60, 61, 62, 63, 64, 65] infer details like which website the user visited,
which video is played and which app the user used etc. from HTTPS traffic. However,
there is no study on the feasibility of inferring the downloaded chunks during ABR video
streaming. In addition, existing works focus on HTTPS and do not examine QUIC. In the
next, we perform measurements to demonstrate the insights.
4.3.2 Accuracy of chunk size estimation
We first investigate estimating chunk size from a set of encrypted packets associated
with downloading the chunk.
We try to reduce potential inaccuracy as much as possible. For HTTPS, we remove
retransmitted packets based on SEQ number in underlying TCP header. We then estimate
the chunk size as the sum of the TLS payload lengths in the remaining packets (excluding
IP/TCP/TLS headers in Figure 2.3). For QUIC, we estimate the chunk size as the sum of
the QUIC payload lengths in all packets(excluding IP/UDP/QUIC headers).
To evaluate the accuracy of the size estimation, we build an Android app with
Cronet [66], an HTTP library that supports both HTTPS and QUIC, and download chunks
with sizes ranging from 50KB to 1MB using the two protocols. We capture associated
network traffic and estimate download file sizes following the above steps. We repeat the
experiment in different mobile network environments and each object is downloaded 100
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times in total.
We compare the estimated size S̃i with the ground truth Si to measure the estimation
accuracy. We find the estimation is quite accurate for both protocols: the maximal error
is only 1% and 5% for HTTPS and QUIC respectively. For HTTPS, this error is mainly
caused by potential TLS overheads. For QUIC, the error rate is slightly higher due to (1) we
cannot differentiate retransmitted QUIC packets based on non-encrypted packet headers,
(2) QUIC is built on top of UDP and implements signaling such as congestion control and
flow control within the encrypted QUIC payload which we also cannot distinguish.
Based on the measurements, we have the following relation between S̃i and Si.
Si ≤ S̃i ≤ (1 + k)Si (Property (1))
k represents the maximal estimation error (1% for HTTPS and 5% for QUIC).
[67, 58, 59, 60, 62, 63, 64] also show that traffic analysis can be performed to infer
HTTPS payload size, as it does not use TLS padding [68, 69] to obfuscate payload size,
likely due to significant associated data overhead and network resource inefficiencies [70].
Our results validate the observation for HTTPS and suggest a similar conclusion for QUIC.
4.3.3 Accuracy of chunk identification
Next, we perform analysis on chunk size variability of video streaming services to un-
derstand whether it is possible to use estimated chunk sizes (given the achievable estimation
accuracy in §4.3.2) to accurately identify downloaded chunks among all encoded chunks.
Traditionally streaming services mainly adopted Constant Bitrate (CBR) encoding and
encode the video with fixed bitrates for each track. The track of downloaded chunks can
be trivially identified based on their sizes, as each track has a distinct chunk size. More re-
cently services increasingly adopt VBR encoding [71, 59, 11, 72] due to its higher encoding
efficiency [73]. The encoder allocates higher bitrates to encode the chunks corresponding
to complex scenes and lower bitrates to chunks corresponding to simpler scenes. This re-
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Figure 4.2: Chunk sizes of a Youtube video (PASR 2.6).
sults in size variance even for chunks in the same track. As an example, we plot the chunk
sizes of a popular Youtube video (Adele-Hello) in Figure 4.2. In the video, some chunks
from track 3 can even have similar sizes with chunks from track 5. This makes it challeng-
ing to identify chunk tracks based on its size. However, such size diversity also gives us
opportunity to identify each chunk: assuming each chunk has a different size, we can build
a unique mapping between the size and chunk identity.
To evaluate the feasibility of using chunk sizes as a fingerprint to identify chunks with
different VBR encodings, we create videos with different size variability and perform anal-
ysis. We define PASR (peak-to-average size ratio) to be the ratio between the 95th per-
centile chunk size and the average chunk size within a track. We use FFmpeg to encode
the commonly used Big Buck Bunny (BBB) test video [74] into 10 different ABR streams
(each with a ladder of tracks) with PASR values ranging from 1.1 to 2.0 (increasing at 0.1).
For each stream, we encode the video into six tracks with resolutions ranging from 144p
to 1080p following the setting of Netflix [75]. When encoding the tracks, we follow the
three-pass encoding procedure in [76] and configure parameters -maxrate and -b:v to
achieve desired PASR in each setting. We then use MP4Box [77] to split each track into
5-sec chunks.
Q1: Can we uniquely determine the identity of a single chunk given its estimated size
(considering potential inaccuracy in size estimation)?
If chunk sizes can be accurately obtained without any error, two chunks Ci and Cj are
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indistinguishable based on the size information only when their sizes Si = Sj . When there
is potential inaccuracy in size estimation (which is the case for encrypted traffic), assuming
the maximum error in size estimation is k, two chunks Ci and Cj are indistinguishable
based on the size information if Sj
1+k
≤ Si ≤ (1+k)Sj , as they can be potentially estimated
to have the same size. We define such two chunks to be similar with threshold k. Recall
that k is 1% for HTTPS and 5% for QUIC. We define a chunk to be unique if there is no
other chunk similar to it in the video.
We find that even with a k of 1%, all encoded videos have less than 0.1% of unique
chunks regardless of the encoding PASR. In other words, 99.9% of chunks have at least
1 other chunk with similar sizes. With a relatively low PASR, there is less variability in
sizes of chunks in the same track, and therefore multiple chunks in the same track are more
likely to have similar sizes. With a relatively high PASR, sizes in the same track span larger
ranges, and thus chunk sizes in different tracks are more likely to overlap. In either case, it
is hard to guarantee that a single chunk has a unique size among all the chunks across all
tracks in the video. Taking the the video in Figure 4.2 as an example, we highlight chunks
with size 1MB (k = 1%). We can see that multiple chunks in both the same track and
different tracks have similar sizes.
The above analysis shows that given a certain estimated size for a single chunk, it is
very challenging to uniquely identify the corresponding chunk regardless of the encoding.
Solution. To reduce the ambiguity in chunk identification, we leverage one common prop-
erty during ABR streaming: the indexes (i.e., playback positions in the track) of the down-
loaded chunks should grow contiguously.
Ii = Ii−1 + 1 (Property (2))
With this constraint, we can combine the estimated size information of multiple consecutive
chunks to jointly determine their identities. Note that we do not assume I1 to be 1 as the
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Figure 4.3: Relation between chunk se-
quence length and unique-
ness (HTTPS k = 1%)














Figure 4.4: Relation between chunk se-
quence length and unique-
ness (QUIC k = 5%)
playback might not start from the beginning of the video in the test (e.g., resuming from
the end point of last test).
Q2: Can we uniquely determine the chunk identities given the estimated sizes of mul-
tiple consecutive chunks? We denote a chunk sequence as a series of chunks (Ci)ni=1
where the indexes of the chunks grow contiguously (they can be from different tracks). We
consider two chunk sequences (C1i)ni=1 and (C2i)
n
i=1 to be similar if every pair of chunks
C1i and C2i in these two sequences are similar. A sequence is unique if it does not have a
similar sequence.
The total number of chunk sequences increases exponentially when the sequence length
increases2. However, as shown in Figure 4.3 and 4.4, for all VBR encodings, the percentage
of unique sequences decreases dramatically when the sequence length increases. Even with
a PASR as low as 1.1, 99.9% of 3-chunk sequences are unique with k of 1%, 92.6% of 6-
chunk sequences are unique with k of 5%. This implies that for many video services,
even those with relatively small size variance in a track, given a sequence of only a small
number of contiguous chunks, we can uniquely determine the identity of each chunk in the
sequence with a high probability.
2Each sequence is uniquely determined by the index of the first chunk and the tracks of all chunks in the
sequence
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In summary, our measurement results demonstrate the feasibility of the proposed ap-
proach. We will perform similar analysis on the encoding of commercial streaming services
later in §4.6 to validate the generality of above conclusion. We next build CSI as a practical
system based on these insights.
4.4 CSI system design
Further to the description in §4.3.1, we present concrete system design of CSI (Chunk
Sequence Inferencer) in Figure 4.5. The key components include the controller, the gate-
way and the mobile device. The controller automates the measurement and analyzes col-
lected data to infer streaming behavior of mobile video services. The gateway performs
traffic shaping to emulate different network conditions and collects traffic passing through.
CSI also leverages web browsers to facilitate collecting information on encoding chunk
sizes of the tested video. CSI works following below procedures.
4.4.1 Collecting chunk sizes from all tracks
Recall in §4.3.1, in advance of running the actual streaming experiment, CSI need to
gather sizes of all chunks from all tracks of the test video. Such information is essential
for later chunk identity inference based on their estimated sizes. CSI gets such information
from the manifest which specifies information on encoding tracks and chunks (see Fig-
ure 2.1). Clients downloads the manifest at the beginning of playback to get necessary in-
formation to fetch chunks. Many manifests directly specify the sizes of all chunks[11, 72].
CSI parses the manifest to get the size information. In other cases, manifests only provide
URLs of all chunks. CSI sends HTTP HEAD requests to query chunk sizes given the chunk
URL information in the manifest. Note this only need to be performed once for each test
video.
Depending on the streaming service, CSI obtain the manifest using one of the following
approaches.
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Approach 1: If the streaming service supports browser-based streaming (most com-
mercial services do), CSI plays the tested video using a browser instead of mobile apps to
get the manifest. The reason is that browsers provide developer tools (e.g., Chrome [78],
Firefox [79]) to inspect all network activities including encrypted traffic. Unlike browsers,
mobile apps do not provide such access, but they typically share the server-side setting
(e.g., track encoding and chunk sizes) with browser-based players. Thus, even though CSI
focuses on revealing the adaptation behavior of mobile apps which are the predominant
vehicle for consuming video content on mobile devices [80, 81, 82], CSI leverages the
browser to glean the manifest.
Note that the browser-based streaming here is used just for getting the manifest meta-
data, and we cannot use ABR testing on web to understand the behavior of native apps, as
Browser-based streaming are likely to have very different implementations with different
client adaptation logic designs (e.g., Java-based player libraries such as ExoPlayer [48] on
Android, AV Foundation framework on iOS, and Javascript-based libraries such as Shaka
Player [83] in browsers) and thus different performance characteristics. As an illustration,
we stream a video on Youtube with a stable network bandwidth of 1 Mbps on and observe
the player behavior using information from stats-for-nerds displayed on the screen [84].
We find Youtube on different platforms selects tracks with different resolution (web 480p,
Android and iOS 360p) and has different maximum buffer duration (web 90 s, iOS 60 s,
Android 120s), which could lead to very different performance. Therefore, we only make
use of the increased access offered by the browser to get the manifest file for the video.
Approach 2: An alternate approach is to glean the manifest from native apps using pro-
tocols (or platforms or devices) where intercepting encrypted connections is feasible (§2.3).
For example, there is no known technique to intercept QUIC connections. But when QUIC
traffic is blocked, players typically fall back to providing service on HTTPS. Thus, CSI
blocks QUIC traffic on the gateway and uses MITM approaches to intercept HTTPS con-














Figure 4.5: The system architecture of CSI
the streaming behavior over QUIC, which can have substantially different performance [9].
Another example is that newer Android systems no longer trust user installed certificates
(see §4.2) and prevent MITM. CSI could perform MITM interception on older systems to
get the manifest, then use it to study the adaptation behavior of newer versions of players
on latest Android systems.
4.4.2 Streaming video and collecting data
After per-chunk size information is collected for all tracks, CSI next conducts streaming
experiments for the target service for which testers desire to understand the adaptation
behavior and quantify QoE. CSI leverages the UI Automator testing framework [85] to
interact with the video player and play the tested video. The controller also controls the
gateway to perform traffic shaping using the Linux tool tc according to the bandwidth
trace provided by testers. The traffic from the device is routed through the gateway using
VPN. The gateway captures passing-through encrypted traffic (and therefore packet size
and timing information).
For some services, CSI also collects the identities of displayed chunks by analyzing
the device screen. This is optional and helps improve the inference accuracy of CSI. We
will perform evaluation to show the inference accuracy with/without such information in
§4.6. The information on displayed chunks can be collected in different approaches. For
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example, the stats-for-nerds player overlay option in YouTube shows the resolution of the
currently displayed track [84]. Netflix has test patterns that encode the track number and
frame number as an overlay on the videos [86]. Combining with OCR techniques to extract
such information from the screen, CSI gleans information on when and what chunks are
displayed on the device. CSI will later infer when each displayed chunk was actually
downloaded and identities of chunks that are downloaded in the buffer but not yet displayed.
4.4.3 Performing analysis
Given collected information, CSI infers when and what chunks are downloaded by
the client player. It then computes the client buffer occupancy across time and analyzes
streaming QoE including video quality and stalls. Combining with the network bandwidth
information, testers can understand how clients react to different network condition and
gain more insights on the design of the tested service. We detail the inference algorithm in
the next section.
4.5 CSI inference
Earlier in §4.3, we described the high-level analysis approach of CSI to infer down-
loaded chunk identities from encrypted traffic. In this section, we describe the challenges
in developing it into a practical algorithm and present our solution.
4.5.1 Challenges
To implement the inference into a practical technique, we need to surmount the follow-
ing challenges.
Challenge 1: QUIC MUX. In Step 1 (§4.3), we desire to identify packets associated
with each chunk and then estimate individual chunk sizes. However, for ABR systems
using QUIC and with separate audio tracks, when players send requests to download audio
and video chunks, video and audio traffic are multiplexed on the same QUIC connection,
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Design type Audio track Protocol Transport MUX
CH Combined HTTPS N
SH Separate HTTPS N
CQ Combined QUIC N
SQ Separate QUIC Y
Table 4.2: The ABR streaming system design types
making it challenging to separate corresponding packets. In contrast, on each connection,
HTTPS does not send the next chunk request until the current chunk is finished download-
ing, making it easier to separate traffic for different chunks.
Challenge 2: Large search space. In Step 2, we desire to search for likely chunk se-
quences that closely match with estimated sizes from the network traffic. Existing traffic
analysis work [11, 4, 3, 22] builds fingerprints for each website or app. However, such
approaches cannot be directly applied to our problem, as the search space consisting of all
possible chunk sequences increases exponentially with the sequence length n. For exam-
ple, if we stream a 10 min video with 5 video tracks and 5 s second chunk duration, the
player downloads 125 chunks and there can be 5125 = 7× 1083 potential chunk sequences.
Building fingerprints for all combinations and perform exhausted searches quickly becomes
infeasible as the number of chunks grows. It is therefore essential to be able to efficiently
hone in on the chunk sequence that matches (as per Property (1)) with the sequence of
estimated sizes S̃i from Step 1.
4.5.2 Algorithm
Popular ABR streaming systems show high diversity in various aspects of the system.
We categorize all ABR streaming designs into 4 different types based on the choice on the
following 2 key factors.
• Combined (C) or Separate(S) audio/video: whether the server muxes the audio and video
content into combined tracks, or encode them as separate tracks.
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• HTTPS(H) or the QUIC(Q) protocol.
This leads to 4 different design types we shall refer to as {S/C}{H/Q} in Table 4.2.
Various popular video streaming services fall into different types, e.g., Amazon Video iOS
(SH), Hulu Android(SH) and YouTube Android (both SH and SQ).
When separate audio tracks exist, we observe that popular services commonly use CBR
to encode audio content, resulting in almost fixed size chunks in each audio track (typically
there are only 1 or a few audio tracks). In this chapter, for simplicity of exposition, we
assume all audio chunks in the kth audio track have constant size Sak.
For ABR systems that use QUIC (SQ and CQ), CSI assumes players send at most 1
outstanding video chunk request and 1 outstanding audio chunk request at any time, in
line with our observation of behaviors of popular apps using QUIC including Youtube and
ExoPlayer. The likely reason for such behavior is that QUIC multiplexes/MUXes requests
to the same server over a single connection. As QUIC’s congestion control is performed at
the connection level, downloading multiple video chunks at the same time does not increase
the connection’s share of available network bandwidth but instead increases the contention
and slows down the download of each chunk. This can increase the potential for stalls
and is therefore not preferable. Although the player downloads video and audio chunks
concurrently, the player does not start download a chunk until the previous chunk with the
same media type finishes downloading. We shall leave extending CSI to other hypothetical
uses of QUIC to future. Note that CSI does not make such assumptions for designs using
HTTPS. When HTTPS is used, apps in practice may open multiple TCP connections and
download multiple chunks concurrently.
Next we first present CSI for the 3 design types that do not have transport MUX (i.e.,
SH, CH and CQ) and are relatively easier to analyze. Then we present CSI for the remain-
ing more complex design type that use transport MUX (i.e., SQ).
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Figure 4.7: Types of split points: SP1
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Figure 4.8: CSI inferencing example for the 6 types without transport multiplexing
4.5.3 ABR designs without transport MUX
Figure 4.6 (above Figure 4.7) presents a more detailed breakdown of the 2 steps men-
tioned in §4.3 for ABR design types that do not use transport MUX.
Step 1.1 CSI parses the network trace and collects the video streaming related packet
information. It identifies video connections using the server hostname from the SNI during
the handshake, e.g. “googlevideo.com” for YouTube.
Step 1.2 In the absence of transport MUX, on each connection, the player does not send the
next request until the current chunk is fully downloaded. Thus CSI group downlink traffic
between the two consecutive requests and estimate the chunk size as in §4.3.2. For HTTPS,
the request packets can be differentiated from uplink ACK packets using the SEQ number.
For QUIC traffic, using the instrumentation and setup in §4.6, we find ACK packets have
sizes smaller than 80 bytes, while the request packets are much larger. Thus, CSI uses
packet size to differentiate them.
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Figure 4.9: CSI inferencing example for type SQN
chunk sequence (Ci)ni=1 that satisfies the size constraints in Property (1) for each i and
the contiguous index constraint in Property (2). Notice that the search space size of all
possible contiguous chunk sequences increases exponentially (O(T n), T : total number of
tracks) with the sequence length. To perform the search efficiently, CSI solves it using
a two-level hierarchical approach. It first searches for chunks matching each individual
estimated size S̃i separately, then combines chunks for different requests into contiguous
sequences by modeling the search into the shortest path problem in a graph. Using Dijk-
stra’s algorithm [87], the problem can be solved in O(n2).
We use SH as a representation to explain in detail how CSI performs the two-layer
search.
Step 2.1 For each S̃i, CSI searches across all video tracks and locates chunks with actual
sizes satisfying Property (1). We denote the m video chunks that match S̃i as chunk candi-
dates {Ci1, ..., Cim}. As SH has separate audio chunks, Ci could also be an audio chunk.
We mark the possibility of Ci to be an audio chunk (Ai) as true if S̃i and a certain audio
chunk size Sak satisfies Property (1). The actual downloaded chunk Ci will be among all
these possible candidates.
Step 2.2 CSI combines the candidates for different requests and find the chunk sequence
with contiguous indexes satisfying Property (2). The search problem becomes selecting




i=1 are contiguous. CSI convert these candidates into nodes in a graph and formulate
the search as the shortest path problem.
As the example in Figure 4.8a, for each request, CSI identifies multiple chunk candi-
dates (each as a node in the graph) in the previous step. CSI adds an edge between candi-
dates corresponding to two consecutive requests if their indexes Ii grow contiguously. For
example, an edge is added between C11 and C21 because I11 and I21 grows contiguously
from 3 to 4. Also, some requests have Ai marked as true and could potentially correspond
to audio chunks. In that case, CSI also adds edges between video chunk candidates cor-
responding to requests surrounding this request if their indexes grow contiguously. For
example, an edge is added between C13 and C33 because A2 is true and I13 adn I33 grow
contiguously from 1 to 2. After edges are added, each connected path represents a chunk
sequence with contiguous indexes. To search for the contiguous chunk sequence corre-
sponding to all requests, CSI assigns all edge length to 0 and use Dijkstra’s algorithm to
find connected paths covering all requests.
Notice that in the search process CSI does not add assumptions on the client adaptation
algorithms and outputs all possible sequences matching with the traffic. We will evaluate
how many sequences the algorithm usually outputs and what are the accuracies of the
output in §4.6. We find that in many cases CSI finds a unique sequence. Even in the case
of multiple sequence candidates, the multiple sequences typically are similar and result in
similar QoE.
4.5.4 ABR designs with transport MUX
For system types performing transport MUX, i.e. SQ, CSI needs to address one more
challenge: the traffic corresponding to multiple chunks could be transmitted concurrently
on the same connection, making it difficult to analyze individual S̃i for each chunk. To
address this additional challenge, CSI works slightly differently from §4.5.3.
Step 1.2 CSI intelligently detects time points when there is no outstanding request (i.e.,
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all issued requests so far are fully downloaded), and splits traffic into small groups at these
time points. With such splitting, each group includes the traffic for a smaller set of complete
chunks. For example, in Figure 4.7, CSI splits the traffic at time S2 and S3, resulting in 3
groups containing 5, 2 and 2 chunks.
A key question is how to find proper split points for the groups. We hope to make
each group as small as possible, as it reduces the search complexity in later Step 2. In the
extreme case, assume each group only contains 1 chunk, it is equivalent to the design types
without transport MUX. But meanwhile, the splitting needs to make sure all the traffic for
the same chunk are in one group and thus cannot be performed arbitrarily. For example, S1
in Figure 4.7 cannot be used as a split point, as otherwise chunk A2 is split into two groups.
CSI leverages common properties in video streaming and identify two types of split points
for QUIC traffic.
The first type of split point SP1 is based on the common ON-OFF traffic pattern that
is widely observed in popular players [71, 88, 11]. Due to buffer management, the client
typically pauses fetching chunks if the video buffer occupancy is higher than some thresh-
old, and waits until the buffer occupancy drops below another lower threshold, resulting in
a periodical ON-OFF pattern in the traffic. Thus CSI splits traffic when the OFF period is
observed. S3 in Figure 4.7 is such a split point. In the implementation, the OFF period can
be detected using an idle period longer than some threshold. This threshold typically can
be set as a few seconds and can also be tuned for each service.
The second type of split point SP2 is based on the practice that with QUIC, players
only downloads at most 1 video and 1 audio chunk concurrently. Thus CSI splits the traffic
when it observes the player sends out two requests at the same time, as this indicates all
previous downloads are finished. S2 in Figure 4.7 is such a splitting point.
After the splitting, CSI gathers the packets for each traffic group and estimates total
chunk size
∑n
1 S̃i in the downlink traffic and the total number of requests n in the uplink
traffic.
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Step 2 CSI performs a two-layer hierarchical search similarly to §4.5.3 to identify chunk
sequences matching with the traffic. It first searches short contiguous chunk sequences
matching each traffic group, then combines short sequences for different groups into long
contiguous sequences by modeling the search into the shortest path problem in the graph.
Step 2.1 For each group CSI searches for contiguous chunk sequence candidates given
the chunk count and total estimated size constraints. As long as the number of chunks in
each group is small, we can practically do an exhaustive search over combinations to find
the sequence candidates. We evaluate the splitting in previous Step 1.2 using Youtube with
various network bandwidth profiles using the setup in §4.6. Combining these two types of
splitting points, 99.7% of groups are no larger than 10 requests including both video and
audio chunks, which can be easily searched.
Step 2.2 Similar as §4.5.3, CSI combines the candidates from different groups into a
contiguous sequence by formulating the search into the shortest path problem in a graph.
The only difference is that each node in the graph is a chunk sequence candidate for a
traffic group, instead of a single chunk candidate for a single request. As Figure 4.9(b)
shows, one candidate sequence for traffic group 1, C11, consists of 3 video chunks with
index 2,3,4 respectively and 3 audio chunks (omitted in the figure). Another candidate
sequence for traffic group 2, C21, consists of 2 video chunks with index 5 and 6. CSI adds
an edge between them as their chunk indexes grow contiguously. After adding all edges,
CSI searches for a connected path that covering all requests.
4.6 System evaluation
In this section, we perform evaluation on CSI. We first evaluate the generality of CSI
across encodings of popular streaming services. We then demonstrate that CSI achieves
high accuracy across different ABR designs.
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Service #Videos
% unique sequences (k = 1%) % unique sequences (k = 5%)
3 chunk 6 chunk 3 chunk 6 chunk
Amazon 111 96.9 (98.0) 100.0 (100.0) 16.0 (27.3) 92.8 (96.7)
Facebook 144 99.4 (100.0) 100.0 (100.0) 58.6 (93.9) 99.5 (100.0)
HBO Now 30 98.0 (98.4) 100.0 (100.0) 24.6 (35.5) 97.3 (98.2)
Hulu 30 97.3 (98.6) 100.0 (100.0) 20.9 (32.2) 90.3 (96.4)
Vudu 46 99.1 (99.9) 100.0 (100.0) 45.6 (81.9) 99.1 (100.0)
Youtube 1920 99.5 (99.9) 100.0 (100.0) 68.8 (89.7) 99.8 (100.0)
Table 4.3: The chunk size variability of popular video services and the percentage of chunk
sequences with unique sizes. In cells with format “A(B)”, A and B are the
median and 95th percentile value across videos.
4.6.1 Different encodings
CSI bases on the insights that there is enough variability in chunk sizes and that given
estimated sizes (with certain errors) of multiple consecutive chunks, the identities of these
chunks can be uniquely determined. We analyze the generality of the insights on popular
video streaming services.
We analyze a number of ABR videos on 6 popular video streaming services, including
Youtube, Facebook Watch, Amazon Video, Vudu, HBO Now and Hulu, and collect the in-
dividual chunk sizes across all tracks for each video. For Youtube, we use its data API [89]
to query videos with more than 1 million views from different categories.For other services,
we analyze videos on their landing page.
We find that for all the video services, there exists significant size variability across
chunks (Table 4.3). For all services, more than half of videos have a PASR value higher than
1.41. The prevalence of such high PSAR values is due to 2 factors: (1) the wide adoption
of VBR encoding in the industry. (2) Newer proposed shot-based encoding schemes [90]
perform encoding and segmentation on a shot (scene) basis, leading to variable chunk du-
rations and thereby to variable chunk sizes. We envision such size variability persists in
the future, considering the industry trend towards encoding schemes supporting higher ef-
ficiencies.
We next analyze the feasibility of using chunk sizes as a fingerprint to identify chunks.
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We find that with k of 1%, for every studied service, in more than half of videos, more
than 96.9% of 3-chunk sequences are unique. When the sequence length increases, more
percentage of sequences have unique sizes. 100% of 6-chunk sequences are unique for
every studied service. For QUIC where k is 5%, the percentage of unique sequences is
relatively lower, but still, more than 90% of 6-chunk sequences are unique.
Summary. Our evaluations show that size-based chunk identity inferencing has high
accuracy for video encodings across a range of popular streaming services.
4.6.2 Different ABR designs
We evaluate the accuracy of CSI for the 4 ABR designs outlined in §4.5. To control the
tested system type, on the client side, we use ExoPlayer, a popular open-source Android
media player used by more than 10,000 apps [34, 36, 37, 38]. The default ExoPlayer does
not support QUIC. We added Cronet as the underlying network stack in ExoPlayer and
control it to use HTTPS or QUIC as needed. On the server side, we leverage Youtube
servers and stream popular videos from Youtube. The reason we choose Youtube is that
videos from most other services are protected by Digit Right Management (DRM) and
cannot be rendered using ExoPlayer. However, given the video encoding analysis shown in
§4.6.1, evaluation results from other services should be similar for Youtube. One challenge
is that YouTube does not provide open interfaces to obtain the video manifest file. To
address this, we recreate the manifest file using information obtained from youtube-dl [91],
such as video bitrate, resolution and URL etc. YouTube stores video and audio chunks in
separate tracks. As we cannot control YouTube encoding and the main focus is the video
chunks, to emulate the design types where video and audio content are combined in a single
track, we do not add the audio track when generating the manifest and only keep the video
tracks.
To ensure repeatable experiments, we collect 30 bandwidth traces from mobile net-
works in various scenarios covering different signal strength and locations by performing
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Case
Without displayed chunk information With displayed chunk information

























CH 100.0 100.0 64.3 93.6 100.0 100.0 94.9 100.0
SH 100.0 100.0 5.0 91.7 100.0 100.0 9.4 99.4
CQ 100.0 100.0 84.1 95.6 100.0 100.0 92.1 100.0
SQ 98.0 100.0 4.0 52.8 98.5 100.0 91.5 98.0
Table 4.4: The evaluation of inference accuracy with ExoPlayer. “100% match” means the
percentage of experimental runs with 100% accuracy. “>95% accuracy” means
the percentage of runs with accuracy higher than 95%.
throughput measurement, and let CSI perform traffic shaping based on these traces during
experiments. These traces have an average bandwidth ranging from 600kbps to 40Mbps
and different bandwidth variability, which triggers different adaptation behavior on Exo-
Player. Note that CSI itself does not make any assumption on the track selection and does
not bias towards certain adaption bebavior. We test 5 popular videos covering different
genres with durations from 13 min to 1 h. We test 5 runs for each video and bandwidth
trace combination. In each test run we stream the video for 10 min. In total we test around
125h of video playback.
To obtain ground truth on the downloaded chunk identities for measuring the accuracy
of the inferred results, we instrument ExoPlayer to log chunk request timing and URL. As
part of our evaluations, we explore how information on displayed chunks obtained from
screen analysis helps improve the accuracy. To get such information, we also add instru-
mentation in ExoPlayer to log the displayed chunks.
4.6.2.1 ABR without transport MUX
For the 3 design types without transport MUX (Table 4.2), we analyze the inference
accuracy as follows. For each experiment, the inference might return multiple candidate
chunk sequences. We calculate the accuracy of each inferred sequence and get the high-
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est and lowest accuracy across the sequences. The accuracy of an inferred sequence is
calculated as the percentage of correctly inferred chunks.
As shown in Table 4.4, for CQ and CH, CSI always find the ground truth as one of
the inferred chunk sequences for every run. For 84% of runs, the inferred sequence is
unique. Even when multiple inferred sequences are found, the worst identified sequence
still achieves high accuracy: higher than 95% for 95.6% of runs. With additional displayed
chunk information, the accuracy can be further improved: CSI uniquely infers the ground
truth sequence for 92% of all runs.
For SH where audio content is encoded into separate tracks, some requests are for
audio chunks, increasing the challenges for the inference. Our evaluation shows that CSI
still infers the downloaded chunk identities with high accuracy. For SHN, the accuracy
of the best-inferred sequence is 100% for every run. Even the worst candidate for 91.7%
of runs had an accuracy exceeding 95%. With additional displayed chunk information, the
accuracy improves: even the worst candidate sequence accuracy for 99.4% of runs is higher
than 95%.
4.6.2.2 ABR with transport multiplexing
We next evaluate the system design that uses transport MUX, i.e., SQ (Table 4.2). As
discussed in §4.5, transport MUX makes it difficult to estimate the size of each chunk and
further infer their identities. CSI finds multiple matching sequences for 96% of experiment
runs. But for 52.8% of runs even the worst candidate has an accuracy higher than 95%
and for 69.8% of experiments with the worst candidate has an accuracy higher than 90%.
With the help of displayed chunk information, there is further improvement and CSI can
determine the ground truth as the only output for 91.5% of runs.
In terms of computation time, for system designs without transport MUX, CSI typically
takes a few seconds to analyze a 10 min’s trace on a commodity desktop. For system
designs with transport MUX, the analysis time can increase up to around a minute due
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to the larger search space involved. Such short response times are reasonable for active
testing.
Summary. Our evaluations show that CSI achieves high accuracy for a wide range of
system designs, and with reasonable computation times.
4.7 Demonstrating ABR analysis using CSI
We discussed earlier the need for third-party entities including mobile network opera-
tors and app developers to perform active measurement and study the adaptation behavior
of commerical mobile streaming systems. In this section, we shall illustrate one such im-
portant use case for mobile network operators, i.e., designing traffic management polices.
It is worth mentioning that the purpose of this section is to demonstrate the need for using
active measurement to derive complex design decisions and how CSI helps support such
use cases. Determining the optimal traffic management policy itself requires careful con-
siderations between various tradeoffs and large-scale evaluations and is out of the scope of
this chapter.
Due to the large traffic volume, mobile network providers commonly desire to perform
traffic management policies on video traffic (e.g., [92] and [93]). A typical approach
involves using rate-limiting such that players to deliver Standard Definition (SD) quality
video to smartphones. The underlying consideration is that especially given the limited
screen size of mobile devices, streaming videos at too high quality and resolutions would at
best bring only marginal QoE improvements, while consuming substantially more network
data, leading to draining the user’s limited data budget much faster, and also potentially
significantly increasing the load on the network.
A good traffic shaping policy needs to balance the data usage and delivered QoE. To
design such a policy, it is essential to understand the interaction between various parame-
ters in the policy design space and app adaptation logic. In the following, as an illustration,








































































Figure 4.11: Hulu behavior under (a) 2Mbps, (b) profile B2, r=1.5Mbps, N=50KB, (b)
profile B2, r=1.5Mbps, N=5MB.
is widely used for traffic shaping and performs shaping based on the expenditure of to-
kens [94]. It has 2 key parameters: token generation rate r and bucket size N. Tokens fill in
the bucket at the rate of r until the bucket is full. When a packet of size s arrives, if there
are more than s tokens available, the shaper forwards the traffic and consumes s tokens.
Otherwise it queues the packet until enough tokens are generated. As we shall show later,
the selection of each of these parameters has to be done carefully, as it can substantially
impact the streaming QoE. In the next, we use Hulu as an example service to illustrate how
CSI can be leveraged to determine the QoE impact of different parameters of the token
bucket.
We first use CSI to gain some basic insight on the adaption design of Hulu, which is
essential for later understanding the QoE impact of various shaping configurations. We se-
lect a popular video on Hulu. It has 7 tracks with bitrate 0.46/0.79/1.35/1.99/2.67/3.36/4.37
Mbps respectively (we refer to T1-T7 respectively). We perform a series of experiments
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within each of which we emulate a stable network bandwidth ranging from 1 Mbps to 4
Mbps. As the example shown in Figure 4.11(a), we find that at the beginning of playback,
Hulu always starts by downloading chunks from T1, i.e., the lowest track. After download-
ing a few chunks, Hulu ramps up to a proper track and stays steady on the track when the
network is stable. The bitrate of selected track in always no higher than half of available
network bandwidth. We infer buffer occupancy in Hulu across time using the total dura-
tion of downloaded chunks that are not played yet. We find Hulu pauses downloading the
next chunk when the buffer occupancy increases to around 145s until the buffer occupancy
drops below it, generating periodically ”ON-OFF” traffic download patterns (after 50s in
Figure 4.11(a)).
We now explore how to properly configure r and N to implement a traffic shaping
policy that works well with Hulu. To perform evaluations, we chain a Linux machine at the
upstream of gateway (in Figure 4.5). On the machine, we configure tbf [95], a tc module, to
implement traffic shaping with token bucket with rate r and size N. In the meantime we use
tc to emulate cellular network bandwidth on the gateway. In particular, we test 2 different
bandwidth profiles as an illustration: a profile with stable bandwidth 10Mbps (denoted as
B1), and a profile with bandwidth 10Mbps in most of time but occasionally low bandwidth
such as 1Mbps (denoted as B2, see Figure 4.11).
To start with, we fix N to be relatively small (50KB) and test different r values. As
shown in Figure 4.10 (a)(b), for both network bandwidth profiles, when r increases, the
player spends more time streaming better quality tracks and the fraction of streaming low
quality tracks (e.g., T1) reduces. The data usage also increases accordingly. The reason
is that higher r indicates higher network bandwidth and Hulu is able to stream tracks with
better bitrates.
We next illustrate how the bucket size N affects app behavior. As an example, we fix
r to be 1.5Mbps. As shown in Figure 4.10 (c)(d), for both network profiles, with larger
N, the percentage of low quality tracks reduces and the percentage of high quality tracks
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increases. The reason is that the bucket accumulates tokens at startup or when the cellular
network condition is poor. Also, Hulu streams tracks with bitrate no higher than half of
available bandwidth, thus its buffer is frequently full and needs to enter ”OFF” periods
and pause for some time, leading to tokens acculating in the bucket. With larger N, the
bucket accumulates more tokens and allows for larger bursts when the player continues to
download chunks. For example, as shown in Figure 4.11, compared with (b), in (c) where
N is higher, the achieved instantaneous throughput is much higher when the player resumes
from OFF periods. As a result, the player ramps up from low quality tracks faster and play
higher quality tracks. However, bigger N introduces higher user data usage. The data usage
when N is 5MB is 2.2 times of the data usage when N is 50KB (Figure 4.10(d). It also leads
to more frequent track switches. In Figure 4.11(b), the player often selects tracks with rate
much higher than 1.5Mbps and quickly consumes all tokens in the bucket. As a result, the
player ramps down to T1. Such dramatic change in video quality might severely degrade
user experience and should be avoided.
As shown above, both parameters r and N jointly have complex interactions with the
app adaptation behavior. To come up with the optimal design, one would need to perform
extensive active measurements to test combinations of these parameters under a wide range
of cellular network conditions for different videos and streaming services. It needs to care-
fully consider the tradeoff between various QoE metrics as well as data usage, to achieve
data savings while delivering a good user QoE. As we illustrated above, in the presence of
encrypted traffic, CSI can help allow testers to evaluate the impact of different token bucket
configurations on the ABR streaming QoE.
4.8 Summary
We presented a novel scheme CSI for analyzing ABR streaming behavior of mobile
apps in the presence of traffic encryption (HTTPS and QUIC). CSI does not depend on
specific designs of certain services or platforms. Extensive evaluations using real videos
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and network conditions show that CSI achieves high inference accuracy and can effectively
analyze complex player behaviors such as adaptation logic and SR, even for very challeng-
ing conditions like encrypted transport multiplexing in QUIC.
When there is transport multiplexing and it is challenging to separate the packets cor-
responding to different chunks, currently CSI leverages displayed chunk information to
perform analysis. We leave exploring techniques such as machine learning techniques and
further improving CSI to work without such information to future work.
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CHAPTER V
What You See Is What You Get: Measure ABR Video
Streaming QoE via On-device Screen Recording
In previous chapters, we focus on network traffic analysis. In this chapter, we explore
a conceptually very different approach to QoE measurement — utilizing the on-device
recording capability to record the video displayed on the mobile device screen and mea-
suring delivered QoE from this recording. We design a novel system VideoEye to conduct
such screen-recording-based QoE analysis.
5.1 Introduction
Existing works [4, 17, 11, 43, 51, 53, 54] measure video QoE of commercial proprietary
services by analyzing information available in the collected network traffic (e.g., HTTP
request URLs). However, with the increasing adoption of end-to-end encryption protocols
such as HTTPS and QUIC [23], information such as HTTP requests are no longer visible
in the traffic. In such scenarios, existing traffic analysis techniques either can only perform
coarse-grained QoE classification or simply do not work. Also, such QoE inferencing
attempts from network traffic can be inherently inaccurate due to complexities in the video
playback.
In this chapter, we explore a conceptually very different direction — utilizing commonly
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available standard on-device recording capabilities of smartphones to record the video dis-
played on the device screen, and measuring the delivered QoE directly from this recording.
Intuitively, the approach appears appealing, as the displayed content is what users actually
observe and so should accurately reflect user QoE, i.e., “what you see is what you get”.
It works regardless of the underlying network protocol or player logic. Also, using only
on-device recording obviates the need for additional, potentially expensive and cumber-
some recording equipment(§5.2.2), and therefore aligns well with the needs of conducting
scalable in-the-wild mobile measurements.
While intuitively promising, we identify a number of practical technical concerns, in-
cluding: (1) potential impact that on-device recording has on the viewing experience, e.g.,
slow down of the rendering process during playback and perturbation of the streaming QoE,
distortation of QoE measurements; (2) the possibility that the recording process introduces
distortions (e.g., due to compression) in the recorded video, making it challenging to an-
alyze the original displayed QoE. (3) the challenge to design the analytics to accurately
measure QoE from the recordings in the presence of such distortions, where the recordings
can be a mixture of multiple tracks with potential stalls.
Our key contributions are summarized below.
• We design VideoEye, to our knowledge the first system to analyze streaming QoE in-
cluding stalls and displayed tracks from on-device screen recordings (§5.2). It leverages
common properties in ABR video encodings and is generally applicable for any videos. It
consists of three components, i.e., frame alignment, stall detection and track detection.
• We conduct a measurement study (§5.3) to characterize and quantify the overhead and
distortion of screen recording — this understanding was lacking until now. We find that
screen recording does not perturb the ABR video playback process, but does introduce sig-
nificant distortions involving compression artifacts and color space distortions in recorded
videos. These distortions are complex and hard to eliminate.
• We develop techniques to measure streaming QoE based on video properties invariant
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of recording distortions (§5.4). In addition, we propose optimizations for each analysis
component to reduce errors and increase robustness to imperfect inputs. Extensive eval-
uations show that VideoEye measures streaming QoE with high accuracy across different
devices (§5.5-§5.6) even in the presence of recording distortions. A strawman stall detec-
tion algorithm had high inaccuracies (e.g., on average estimating 13 sec of more stalls than
the ground truth in a 5-min experimental run). In comparison, the maximum error of our
stall detection algorithm is only 0.5 sec (§5.6). In addition, even with a recording bitrate of
only 5 Mbps, the minimal track detection accuracy for chunks across all runs is 96.9%.
In this chapter we mainly focus on measuring the QoE of streaming Video-On-Demand
(VOD) content. This work is being utilized in a large scale production drive testing effort
to measure video QoE in a large mobile network. While we focus on Android here, we
perform preliminary evaluations on iOS and show that VideoEye is generally applicable to
other mobile platforms (§5.7).
5.2 VideoEye system design
We develop VideoEye, a screen-based video QoE measurement platform. As shown
in Figure 5.1, VideoEye performs QoE measurement in three steps. (1) Before the in-the-
wild testing, testers acquire materials regarding the video to be tested (§5.2.1). This only
needs to be done once for each test video and could be performed in the lab. (2) During
the testing, testers stream the ABR video in the wild and record the screen display on the
device (§5.2.2). We denote generated videos from screen recording as the recorded video.
This test can be performed repeatedly under various network conditions. In each run, the
recorded video could consist of different tracks with different quality levels and might have
stalls. (3) After the test, devices upload the recorded videos to the server for QoE analysis
(§5.2.3).
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Figure 5.1: VideoEye system overview.
5.2.1 Training material acquisition
Measuring QoE metrics such as stalls and displayed tracks without information on the
video content and track encoding is difficult. For example, when the recorded video shows
the same content for multiple contiguous frames, it might be caused by a stall, it could
also be static scenes in the original video content. To assist accurate QoE analysis without
requiring manual inspection, VideoEye requires testers to obtain the following two types
of materials for the specific pre-selected video for training purposes, (1) a content refer-
ence, i.e., a high-quality version of the video content, and (2) the track references, i.e., the
separate encoded tracks.
To get high-quality content reference, (a) high quality versions of commonly used test
videos such as the Big Buck Bunny video (BBB) [96] are typically publicly available, (b)
for commercial content such as popular movies, testers can purchase a high quality blue-ray
disc, (c) testers can download the highest-quality track as the reference.
To get individual encoded track references, (a) for many popular video services, there
exist tools to download track videos, e.g., youtube-dl [91] for Youtube, FBDOWN.net [97]
for Facebook Video and clipr [98] for Twitch. (b) If feasible, testers can direct client players
to play a certain track by instrumenting the ABR manifest using the following approaches
to include only 1 track each time using proxies and record the track. If players use HTTPS
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to download the manifest, testers can adopt MITM techniques to instrument the manifest.
If players use QUIC, for which there is currently no known way to intercept the connection,
testers can block UDP traffic to the device and force players to fall back to HTTPS [99].
Note that server-side track encodings are invariant irrespective of transport protocol used
to stream the content. Thus, track references we obtained via HTTPS can be applied to
analyze QoE from recordings of streaming over QUIC in the wild as well. (3) In some use
cases, it might be possible for the video providers to make the video tracks available to
testers to conduct independent evaluations.
Note that the acquisition of above materials only needs to be done once for each test
video. In addition, VideoEye automates obtaining the track references for popular services
including Youtube (through (a)), Amazon Video and Hulu (through (b)) etc, and minimizes
manual effort.
5.2.2 On-device screen recording
During the test, testers stream the tested video on mobile devices and record the screen.
The playback on the screen can be recorded via different approaches. Some existing works
(e.g., [100]) use a camera to record the display. However, recording via an external camera
introduces various challenges. For example, colors in the camera-recorded video can be
significantly different from actual displayed colors due to factors such as external lighting
environment and camera settings. Also, performing QoE analysis requires pixel-level align-
ment between the camera window and device display, but this is hard to achieve and main-
tain, especially for mobile test cases. Another approach is to mirror the device display to
HDMI port and record it using additional specialized hardware (e.g., capture cards [101]).
We denote this approach as hardware-based recording. It provides high-quality recording.
However, requirements for such bulky hardware severely limit the mobility and scalability
of the testbed, making it difficult to perform measurements in the wild. To address such
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Figure 5.2: Analysis procedure of VideoEye
on-device software and no additional hardware.
Popular mobile OSes such as Android and iOS provide the capability for apps to record
the device screen. Considering the operational simplicity and mobility provided by app-
based recordings, we focus on designing techniques to work with app-based recordings. in
this chapter, we focus on Android devices. But similar principles could generally apply to
other OSes such as iOS.
We overview how the Android system supports screen recording functional-
ity. To record the device screen, apps first use the API MediaProjection.
createVirtualDisplay to mirror the screen to a virtual display, then use
MediaRecorder to record and encode the displayed content into video files. Under-
lying the application framework, Android uses a media engine (Stagefright) [102] that uses
either built-in software-based or integrated hardware-based codecs to encode the video.
We develop an Android recording app using the system APIs. It records
the display and stores the recorded video on the device storage for later analy-
sis. It also provides interfaces to configure the recording quality via the API
MediaRecorder.setVideoEncodingBitRate. A higher bitrate indicates poten-
tially better quality, but would also lead to higher storage requirements. For example,
recording at 5 Mbps for an hour generates around 2GB of video, while recording at 20 Mbps
generates 8GB.
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5.2.3 QoE analysis based on recordings
After the test in the wild, mobile devices connect to WiFi network and upload recorded
videos stored on the sdcard to the server. The server analyzes recorded videos and generates
streaming QoE, including stalls and displayed tracks, for each of the runs in four sequential
steps (Figure 5.2).
(1) Preprocessing: As we shall show later in §5.3, recorded video generated on mobile
devices typically have a variable frame rate and may occasionally miss/drop some frames.
To address this, the server preprocess the recorded video and converts it into a frame se-
quence with a fixed frame rate same as the content reference. It duplicates frames if neces-
sary to keep a constant frame rate. This ensures the time elapsed between two consecutive
recorded frames is the same as the time between two consecutive content reference frames,
which later facilitates analysis such as stall detection.
(2) Frame alignment: Each recorded frame during playback corresponds to a frame
in the content reference. However, the recording does not necessarily start exactly when
playback starts. In addition, there might be stalls during playback and frame drops during
recording. Thus, the index of a frame in the recorded video (we denote as recorded index)
could have an offset compared to the frame index in the content reference (we denote as
reference index). For example, in Figure 5.2, after the stall, the frame with a reference
index of 3 is recorded as frame 6 in the recorded video. Therefore, the server performs
frame alignment and finds the reference index of each recorded frame (§5.4.1).
(3) Stall detection: After frame alignment, the server performs stall detection to mea-
sure stall durations and frequencies (§5.4.2). In the above example, it identifies there is a
stall between recorded frame 2 and frame 6.
(4) Track detection: each displayed frame outside stalls comes from one of the multiple
tracks which have the same content but different quality levels. Different frames can be
from different tracks due to ABR adaptation. After the reference indexes of the recorded
frames are identified, the server identifies which track they come from (§5.4.3). For ex-
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ample, in Figure 5.2, we detect recorded frame 1 comes from track 2 which has relatively
better video quality. This analysis helps measure video quality and variance across time.
We next present the challenges involved in developing these techniques (§5.3) and our
proposed solution (§5.4).
5.3 Challenges
Despite the benefits of app-based on-device recording such as low-cost and mobility,
on-device recording could potentially bring new challenges including significant overhead
and limited video quality. There is little existing work on these challenges. We next per-
form measurements to gain such understandings. All the measurements are repeated on 4
commodity devices, i.e., Nexus 6P, Pixel 2, Samsung S7 and Samsumg S8. We refer to
them as N6, P2, S7 and S8.
5.3.1 Recording overhead
Smartphones typically offload video encoding/decoding to dedicated hardware chips
(e.g., DSPs) [103]. As video playback and screen recording share such hardware resources,
the recording might perturb playback. For example, if displayed frames are not rendered
in time, the playback will have extra stalls. It is thus important to understand and quantify
the impact of screen recording to playback.
To characterize the impact of screen recording, we compare the performance of video
rendering with and without screen recording. We use MediaRecorder to decode the
commonly used 1080p BBB video and render it on the screen as quickly as possible. We
focus on two metrics, i.e., decoding throughput (the number of frames decoded in 1 s) and
delay (the time to decode the first frame). We repeat the test with different recording bitrate
including 10 Mbps and 20 Mbps. We find that on all tested devices, the impact of screen
recording on video playback is negligible: no matter whether screen recording is enabled
or not, the decoding throughput is 60 fps (frame per second), which is higher than the frame
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Figure 5.3: The VMAF of Youtube en-
coded tracks and record-


















Figure 5.4: Illustration of the playback
and recording process.
rate of most popular videos (movie 24fps, TV content 30fps). In other words, even with
screen recording enabled, commodity devices are able to decode 1080p videos in time for
playback. The reason why the tested throughput cannot exceed 60fps is that these devices
are equipped with screens with a refresh rate of 60Hz. The decoder is blocked by the
screen to consume decoded frames. We also measure the decode delay and find that the
time to decode the first frame is 3-5ms for all devices no matter whether screen recording
is enabled or not. This demonstrates that commodity devices are able to support screen
recording without impacting video playback performance.
To further validate that screen recording does not perturb streaming QoE, we use Ex-
oPlayer to stream the same ABR video under the same network condition once with, and
once without screen recording. We repeat the comparisons under various network condi-
tions, and confirm that for each case the screen recording does not impact streaming QoE.
5.3.2 Recording quality
Another challenge brought by app-based recording is that distortions might be intro-
duced in the recording process. It is critical to understand how the quality of the video
played on the screen compares with the quality of the screen recording of that playback.
Understanding whether, what kind of, and how much distortions are introduced in the
recording process can provide valuable insights that in turn help drive the design of ap-
propriate techniques to analyze the streaming QoE from the screen recordings.
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Figure 5.5: Example of the compression
artifacts in the recording (6P) Figure 5.6: The color histogram shifts
after the recording (S7)
We perform the following measurements to characterize recording quality and under-
stand how the recording affects the quality analysis of ABR tracks. We upload the high-
quality BBB source video to Youtube. Youtube encodes the uploaded video into multiple
tracks, each with a different bitrate and resolution. We download encoded tracks, store
them on the device storage and use ExoPlayer to play it. We record the playback and later
compute the perceptual quality of the recorded frames in terms of the VMAF metric [104].
VMAF is a video quality metric on a scale 0-100 that is demonstrated to have a strong cor-
relation with the user experience. A VMAF difference of 6 can be noticed by users [105]. If
the screen recording introduces minimal distortion and users cannot notice any artifacts on
the recording, the resulting VMAF value of the recorded video would be close to the origi-
nal played video. As shown in Figure 5.3, the average VMAF value for recorded frames is
significantly lower than that of original frames on all devices even with a recording bitrate
as high as 20 Mbps. For instance, the 240p track has a VMAF of 45. But after recording, on
all devices the VMAF is less than 10. Recordings of the 360p track have a similar VMAF
with the original 240p track. This demonstrates that the recording video quality cannot be
directly used to represent the quality of the original played video.
To understand the cause of distortions, we look into the video playback and recording
process. As shown in Figure 5.4, during playback, players need to first decode video files
(typically several Mbps) into raw pixel streams (typically several Gbps). To express colors,
there are different color spaces. Typically video files are encoded in YUV color space to
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achieve higher compression efficiency [106]. However, displays use RGB color space and
therefore the decoder output needs to be converted to RGB color space before displaying on
the screen. When recording the screen, the media encoder converts displayed frames back
to YUV color space [107, 108], compresses them and returns the resulting video, which we
use for our QoE analysis. Through the process, there are two types of distortions.
• Compression artifacts [109]. This is caused by the loss of high-frequency information in
the encoding compression process. As the example in Figure 5.5, after the recording, the
details in the image such as the grass become less clear.
• Color space distortion. Colors in the recorded video differ from colors in the origi-
nal video due to multiple conversion between different color spaces. Such color conver-
sions can cause a mismatch between colors, as different color spaces have different color
ranges and there is no simple one-to-one back and forth mapping between colors in different
spaces. In addition, in practice the color space conversion is performed with limited preci-
sion [110], contributing to the mismatches. To illustrate an example of the color distortion,
we plot the color histogram in the blue channel1 of a original frame and its corresponding
recorded frame in Figure 5.6. We can see that the distribution of blue colors shifts towards
smaller values. In other words, after recording, the pixel colors are mapped to different
colors with lower blue values.
The distortions introduced in the recording process are very complex and hard to com-
pensate. (1) A high recording bitrate cannot eliminate the distortions. As shown earlier in
Figure 5.3, even after increasing the recording bitrate from 5 Mbps to 20 Mbps, VMAF of
the recorded video is still different from that of the original track. (2) Modeling the color
space distortion is challenging. We perform analysis to create a static color mapping before
and after the recording. However, we find the same color in different coordinates of a dis-
played frame could distort to more than 50 shades of the same color in the recorded frame.
1In RGB color space, each pixel in the frame is represented using values in 3 color channels, i.e. red,
green and blue.
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In addition, the distortions are not deterministic: multiple recordings of the same video
playback can still be different. We leave exploring how to fully eliminate such distortions
to future work.
In addition to the above distortions, screen recording does not always keep a constant
frame rate and sometimes drops frames. We compare the recorded frames and original
frames to identify dropped frames. The frame drop rate is 1%, 2%, 3% and 0.5% on N7,
P2, S7 and S8 respectively.
5.4 Screen-based QoE analysis
The distortions introduced in the recording process make it challenging to analyze video
QoE from the recorded video. In the next, we describe how VideoEye addresses such
challenges and perform QoE analysis in the procedures mentioned earlier in §5.2.3.
5.4.1 Frame alignment
In frame alignment, we aim to find the reference index of each recorded frame. Com-
pared to frames in the content reference, recorded frames have two types of distortions,
i.e. (1) displayed frames can be from one of the ABR tracks which have different levels
of compression artifacts compared with reference frames, (2) recorded frames are differ-
ent from displayed frames due to recording distortions. To perform frame alignment, we
need to identify a reference-index-specific signature that is robust to these distortions, but
is substantially different for frames with a different index. A candidate to serve as such a
signature is the frame thumbnails which are low-resolution images scaled down from the
frames. The intuition is that details in the frame are more sensitive to distortions, but the
frame outline should be kept. Thus, as shown in Figure 5.7, we can perform frame align-
ment as follows: extracting the thumbnail for each recorded frame as the signature and
searching among the reference thumbnails to find the frame with the smallest difference to
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Figure 5.9: Examples of longest increasing sequence. The grey frames are filtered out.
of the absolute difference between each pixel in them. We show an example of the align-
ment process for a track frame thumbnail with reference index 800 in Figure 5.8. Among
all reference frames, the difference with the reference frame with index 800 is the smallest.
Thus we can accurately determine the reference index of the track frame is 800.
Accuracy enhancement. The frame alignment results unavoidably could have errors. For
example, video content could have similar frames in scenes with little movement or even
between different scenes. Differentiating these similar frames would be challenging. In
addition, when stalls occur, the screen typically presents some additional UI animations
such as rotating progress bars, making it challenging to detect the reference frame. To
reduce errors in the alignment results, we leverage the fact that reference indexes should
only increase during playback, and thus extract the longest increasing subsequence (LIS)
from the detected reference index sequence. The longest increasing subsequence is defined
as the subsequence (which could be not contiguous) where the elements are ranked from
low to high and the subsequence is as long as possible [111]. Figure 5.9 shows 3 examples.
In the first sequence, the 3th and 4th recorded frames (reference indexes both detected as
5) will be filtered out from the longest increasing subsequence. Our later evaluation in
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Figure 5.10: An increase in the playback offset indicates the occurrence of stalls.
§5.5 confirms that the longest increasing subsequence effectively reduces the misaligned
frames.
5.4.2 Stall detection
After performing frame alignment, we get a sequence of recorded frame indexes and
their corresponding reference indexes. Note that the detected reference indexes might have
some errors. Based on such information, we next infer the occurrence as well as the start
and end time of stalls.
To reliably detect stalls, we leverage the insight that players typically do not skip frames
during playback. Recall that the recorded frame sequence is preprocessed to have the
same frame rate as the reference video. If we define the difference between the recorded
index and reference index of a frame as its playback offset, the playback offset will remain
constant in the absence of stalls during playback, as the reference indexes of recorded
frames will increase at the same speed as recorded indexes. But when a stall occurs, the
playback offset of frames will increase, as the reference index will stay the same, while the
recorded index keeps increasing. The increase in the offset is equal to the number of frames
experiencing stalls. For example, in Figure 5.10, the playback stalls for 3 frames’ worth of
time at recorded index 4 to 6. At the end of the stall, the playback offset also increases by
3. From another perspective, we can use the increase in the playback offset as an indicator
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to detect stalls.
This proposed algorithm can also differentiate stalls from situations where the reference
video has frames of similar content. For example, in Figure 5.10, recorded frame 9 to 11
are all wrongly detected to have a reference index of 5, while their actual reference indexes
are 6 to 8. However, our stall detection algorithm is robust to such alignment errors, and
correctly identify this is not a stall, as the following recorded frame 12 is correctly detected
with a reference index of 9 and the playback offset does not change.
Accuracy enhancement. To further increase the robustness of stall detection, we combine
results from multiple frames to determine the occurrence of stalls. The insight is that the
increased playback offset will persist after the stall. In other words, all frames after the
stall will have a larger playback offset compared with frames before the stall. Thus, to
further reduce detection errors caused by occasional frame misalignment, we check the
next several frames after detecting a potential stall and ensure the majority of them confirm
the increase of this offset. The number of frames to check can be tuned by users based
on the use case. A larger number of frames will provide better robustness in the stall
detection. in this chapter, we use a heuristic of checking the next 10 frames. We shall
perform an evaluation of the accuracy of our stall detection technique in §5.6.
5.4.3 Track detection
Each displayed frame can be from one of the multiple ABR tracks. To analyze QoE
such as displayed track distribution, after performing frame alignment, we further deter-
mine the track each frame comes from.
In the encoding process, tracks with lower bitrate are compressed more and tend to
have more compression artifacts. Therefore, a frame in a low-bitrate track will be more
different from the corresponding high-quality content reference frame, compared to the
corresponding frame in a high-bitrate track. We define the distance between two frames
as the sum of the absolute difference between each pixel in them. In the example shown
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Figure 5.11: The difference between the high-quality content reference and encoded track
references
in Figure 5.11, for frames with the same reference index, the distance between frames in
the 720p track (the track with the best quality) and the content reference is always smaller
than the distance between frames in the 144p track (the track with worst quality) and the
reference video. Thus, we can use this distance as a signature to differentiate each track
and perform track detection as follows. For a given video we build a distance table, where
the ith row corresponds to the ith track and the jth column corresponds to the jth frame in
the video. The entry for cell (i, j) in the table is the distance between the jth frame in track
i and the corresponding frame in the content reference. Later when analyzing a recording,
for every frame we first perform frame alignment to get its reference index, then compute
its distance to the corresponding content reference frame. We check the distance table at
the specific reference index and then find the entry with the most similar distance to the
reference among all tracks. The corresponding track is recognized as the track the frame
corresponds to.
When building the distance table for track detection, we have two options: (1) based
on the original track references, (2) based on recordings of the track references. We will
empirically evaluate the accuracy of both approaches.
Accuracy enhancement. When chunk durations are known, the detected tracks of frames
can be further combined to improve accuracy. As track switches typically occur at the
chunk boundary, within each chunk (which can be a few seconds long) the track should be
the same. We can group the track information of all frames within a chunk and find the
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most frequent result as the chunk track.
5.5 Micro-benchmark
The QoE analysis of VideoEye has 3 key sequential steps, i.e. frame alignment, stall
detection and track detection. In this section, we focus on the performance of each step
in isolation and perform an evaluation of the accuracy of each of these individual steps
assuming the previous steps are 100% accurate. More specifically, we focus on evaluating
(1) the accuracy of frame alignment and (2) the accuracy of track detection assuming all
frames are aligned correctly. It is clear that the stall detection will always give the correct
results if all frames are perfectly aligned (§5.4.2), so we do not perform an evaluation on
its own in this section. We will combine the 3 steps and perform evaluation on the overall
accuracy to measure video QoE later in §5.6.
5.5.1 Experiment setup
We download the top track of 10 popular high resolution (4K) videos from Youtube
covering various categories including sports, nature documentary, music and animations.
These set of videos cover scenes with different amount of motions and details. To get
the ground truth for our evaluation, we use these high-quality videos as the source and
embed the frame number using FFmpeg as an overlay on each frame. Then we upload the
annotated videos to Youtube to encode ABR tracks. In our experiment, we focus on the 5
encoded tracks with resolution 144p, 240p, 360p, 480p and 720p, as they are suitable for
playback on mobile devices which have relatively small screen sizes.
We use the Youtube Android app to stream the 10 annotated videos from Youtube
servers and record the screen. In each experiment, we constrain Youtube to play a cer-
tain track of the video by specifying corresponding track resolution in the app UI. We test
3 different recording bitrates, i.e., 5 Mbps, 10 Mbps and 20 Mbps on 4 devices, i.e., N6,
P2, S7 and S8. For each tuple of (video, track, recording bitrate, device), we perform 5
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Figure 5.12: Frame alignment accuracy
on S7 with various tracks
Figure 5.13: Frame alignment accuracy
of 360p track on various de-
vices
Figure 5.14: Frame alignment accuracy on S7 with LIS optimization
experimental runs. The experiments are automated using Android’s UIAutomator frame-
work [85].
To evaluate the accuracy of frame alignment and track detection in each run, we need
the ground truth reference indexes and displayed tracks. We derive the ground truth as
follows. To get the ground truth reference indexes of recorded frames, we use OCR to
extract the frame indexes from the annotation we added earlier on the overlay. To get the
ground truth tracks, recall in each run we constrain Youtube to play a certain track, thus the
displayed track can be known from the experiment setting. In this section we select Youtube
for evaluation, as it allows uploading the specific annotated video and we can more easily
get ground truth for evaluation. But the proposed analysis technique is generally applicable
and independent of specific video services.
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5.5.2 Frame alignment
For each run we mask the annotation of ground truth reference indexes on recorded
frames and use our frame alignment algorithm to align the recorded frames. Then we
compare the inferred reference index with the ground truth. We compute the percentage of
frames that are detected with the correct reference index as the alignment accuracy.
We first examine the accuracy of the core alignment algorithm before performing ad-
ditional optimization such as extracting the LIS. We plot the distribution of the alignment
accuracy across different runs for each setting on Samsung S7 in Figure 5.12 and across
different devices in Figure 5.13 respectively. The boxplot in the figures shows the 10pct,
25pct, median, 75pct and 90pct accuracy across experimental runs. Overall we find that on
all devices with any of the recording bitrates, the frame alignment achieves high accuracy
for all tracks: the median accuracy is always higher than 98% and all runs have an accuracy
higher than 90%.
Impact of track: We find that the alignment accuracy for low-quality tracks, especially
the 144p track, is relatively lower than other tracks. The reason is that low-quality tracks
typically tend to have more compression artifacts, making it more challenging to identify
the correct reference index.
Impact of recording bitrate: We find that the recording bitrate does not have much
impact on the alignment accuracy. Recording at a bitrate of 5 Mbps yields similar results
with recording at a much higher bitrate of 20 Mbps. The reason is that VideoEye performs
alignment based on the frame thumbnail and does not require preserving the details. This
allows highly accurate alignment even with low bitrate recording and offers various prac-
tical advantages, including (1) reducing the requirement on the device storage due to a
smaller file size, (2) reducing the associate network transmission overhead to the analysis
server.
Impact of device: We find that on all devices, the alignment achieves high accuracy.
The difference in alignment accuracy across devices is not significant.
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Figure 5.15: The distance between track
references and the content
reference
Figure 5.16: The distance between track
recordings and the content
reference
With LIS optimization: Recall that VideoEye extracts the longest increasing subse-
quence from the aligned frame indexes to further increase alignment accuracy. We plot
the accuracy of the LIS optimization in Figure 5.14. We can see that compared with Fig-
ure 5.12, the alignment accuracy is further improved. For example, on Samsung S7, the
median alignment accuracy of the LIS across different runs is higher than 99.5% for any
track and recording bitrate setting.
5.5.3 Track detection
We evaluate the accuracy of track detection given the correct reference indexes. Recall
in §5.4.3 that we have two options to build the distance table for track detection. We
evaluate the accuracy using these two types of distance tables.
5.5.3.1 Based on track references
We first evaluate the track detection based on distance table built directly using down-
loaded track references. We find VideoEye can accurately detect the low-quality tracks.
However, high-quality tracks reveal a low detection accuracy. For example, with a record-
ing bitrate of 5 Mbps, the median accuracy of detecting the 480p and 720p track is only
29.5% and 2.7% respectively on S7.
We explore the cause and find that the recording distortions change the distance of
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recorded tracks to the content reference significantly. To illustrate the challenge, we plot
the distance of the 720p and 480p track reference to the high-quality content reference
for the BBB video in Figure 5.15. We can see that at any frame index, the 720p track
reference always has a smaller distance from the high-quality content reference compared
to the 480p track reference. Such a difference in the distance is the key enabling the track
detection. However, as shown in the figure, due to distortions introduced in the recording
process, the distance between the track recording to the content reference is significantly
larger than the distance between the original downloaded track reference to the content
reference. With a recording bitrate of 5 Mbps, the distance of the 720p track recording
to the content reference is even larger than the distance between the original 480p track
reference to the content reference. As a result, for a 720p track frame recorded at 5 Mbps,
the track detection using distance table built from original track references will mis-identify
the frame to be from the 480p track.
In summary, due to distortions in screen recording, VideoEye cannot reliably detect
tracks from the recorded video using distance table built based on the downloaded track
references. Thus, this option should not be used.
5.5.3.2 Based on track recordings
To account for recording distortions, we can instead use the player to play the down-
loaded track references and record each track. Later we build distance tables using track
recordings. The intuition is that if the recording distortion is stable across experiment runs,
the distance value in the distance table would be similar to the distance value of a later
recording in the experiments, thus we could accurately detect the track of recorded frames.
As an example, we record the 720p and 480p track of the BBB video with a recording
bitrate of 5 Mbps multiple times and compute the distance of each recording to the high-
quality content reference. We can see in Figure 5.16, the distance of track recordings with
the same bitrate to the content reference is similar across multiple runs. Note that even
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Figure 5.17: Track detection accuracy
on S7 with various tracks
Figure 5.18: Track detection accuracy of
720p track on various de-
vices
Figure 5.19: Track detection accuracy on S7 with chunk optimization
though this table-building process requires extra steps to record each track, it only needs to
be done once for each test video on a device. Furthermore, it can be fully automated and
manual efforts are minimized.
We next measure the track detection accuracy using the distance table built from track
recordings. As all tracks of the test videos are recorded multiple times, we use one of
the recordings for each track to build the distance table, then use the constructed table
to perform track detection on the other recordings. As shown in Figure 5.17, the track
detection achieves high accuracy. Even with a relatively low recording bitrate of 5 Mbps
on S7, the median detection accuracy across runs is higher than 98% for any track.
Impact of tracks: The track detection error increases slightly for high-quality tracks.
The reason is that the difference between multiple high-quality tracks is relatively smaller.
For example, in Figure 5.11, the difference between the 720p and 360p track is much
smaller than the difference between 360p and 144p track. This makes it relatively more
prone to errors. But even for the high-quality tracks, the median detection accuracy across
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runs is still higher than 98%.
Impact of recording bitrate: The track detection accuracy increases slightly with
higher recording bitrate. On Samsung S7, the 5pct detection accuracy of the 720p track is
95.6% with a recording bitrate of 5 Mbps. With a recording bitrate of 20 Mbps, it increases
to 98.6%. The cause is that higher recording bitrate causes smaller compression artifacts
and better preserves the details in the tracks. This indicates that while even a recording
bitrate of 5 Mbps already gets high accuracy and may be sufficient for some use cases, in
cases requiring higher track accuracy, testers could choose a high recording bitrate such as
20 Mbps.
Impact of device: As shown in Figure 5.18, the track detection accuracy shows some
differences across devices. However, even on the device with the lowest accuracy, with
a relatively low recording bitrate of 5 Mbps, the median detection accuracy is higher than
97%.
Combining results for frames in the same chunk: Recall that track detection re-
sults for frames in each chunk can be combined to detect the chunk track. As shown in
Figure 5.19, this effectively increases the detection accuracy. In more than half of ex-
perimental runs, the tracks of 100% chunks are detected correctly, regardless of the track
resolution. Note that even without this optimization, the track detection accuracy is already
very high.
The evaluation demonstrates that using distance table built from track recordings,
VideoEye can accurately detect tracks even with a relatively low recording bitrate.
5.6 QoE Analysis Evaluation
We have evaluated the accuracy of each of the three techniques described in §5.4 as-
suming previous steps have 100% accuracy. In this section we evaluate the accuracy of
combining the three techniques to measure streaming QoE including stall occurrences and
displayed tracks during ABR streaming process. As stall detection and track detection de-
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pend on the results of frame alignment, this evaluation demonstrates the robustness of our
techniques in the presence of alignment errors.
5.6.1 Experimental setup
For evaluation purposes, we need ground truth video QoE information to evaluate QoE
measurements from VideoEye. However, it is difficult to obtain QoE information when
streaming from third-party proprietary video services. Our experimental methodology
therefore works as follows. We encode the 10 high-quality video sources in §5.5 into ABR
tracks using FFmpeg based on Netflix’s track ladder setting [76]. Then for each track, we
use FFmpeg to annotate both the frame index and track number as an overlay on the frames.
Later in the recorded video we use OCR to analyze the annotation on the overlay of frames
to get their ground truth reference indexes and tracks they come from for evaluation. We
use MP4Box [77] to create chunks from each track (each chunk is 2 s) and generate cor-
responding DASH manifest files. We use ExoPlayer on the mobile devices to stream the
video under various network conditions. The screen is recorded with different recording bi-
trate during the playback. Note that our specific setup (using ExoPlayer to stream annotated
videos) is only for getting accurate ground truth QoE for evaluation. VideoEye does not
make any specific assumptions about the player adaptation logic and server track encod-
ings, and we therefore expect the findings from the evaluations to be generally applicable
irrespective of player adaptation logic and track encodings.
As cellular network is highly variable, it is difficult to do repeatable experiments in
the wild. To ensure repeatable experiments, as bandwidth is the key network characteristic
that determines player track selection and video QoE, we collect 20 representative cellu-
lar network bandwidth traces in various locations. Figure 5.20 shows the distribution of
throughput values in each bandwidth trace. We use tc to perform traffic shaping and replay
the bandwidth traces during streaming to emulate these cellular network conditions.
We play the 10 DASH streams over the 20 bandwidth traces on 4 devices. Each exper-
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Figure 5.20: The throughput distribution of collected bandwidth trace
Figure 5.21: The stall detection error of
strawman approach and our
proposed algorithm.
Figure 5.22: The track detection accu-
racy for ABR video stream-
ing.
iment setting is repeated twice and recorded with two bitrates, i.e. 5 Mbps and 20 Mbps
respectively, representing 2 very different points in the space of recording bitrates. In total
we recorded more than 260 hours’ playback.
5.6.2 Stall detection
As the stall detection depends on the results of frame alignment, we first evaluate the
alignment accuracy for the encoded ABR streams. Across all runs we find the alignment
accuracy is high. Even with a low recording bitrate of 5 Mbps, the median alignment
accuracy on N6, P2, S7 and S8 is 95.6%, 98.1%, 97.5% and 97.9% respectively before
applying the LIS optimization. Recall we show our frame alignment algorithm achieves
high accuracy on Youtube tracks as well in Figure 5.12, demonstrating that its generality
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across different encodings and players.
The above results are encouraging. However, high accuracy in frame alignment does
not necessarily guarantee the accuracy of the stall detection. In theory, even with high
frame alignment accuracy, if the stall detection algorithm is sensitive to errors in the frame
alignment result, even the 2% errors in the frame alignment could lead to low stall detection
accuracy. In our evaluation, we focus on stalls longer than 400ms, as very short stalls might
not be noticed by users and thus do not have a significant impact on QoE.
A strawman approach is to detect a stall starts whenever the aligned reference indexes
of 10 consecutive displayed/recorded frames (around 400ms) do not increase, and ends
whenever the aligned frame indexes resume increasing. We evaluate this strawman ap-
proach and find that it has high error rate in detecting both stall events and their durations.
For example, on N6 with a recording bitrate of 20 Mbps, 82.8% of runs without stalls are
inaccurately detected to have stalls and 42.3% of runs without stalls are detected to have
total stall duration longer than 5 s. On average the strawman approach detects 8.7 more
stalls (13.6 sec of longer stall duration) compared to the ground truth (Figure 5.21). This
demonstrates that it is critical for the stall detection algorithm to be robust to occasional
frame alignment errors, even if average frame alignment accuracy is high.
We next evaluate the accuracy of our proposed stall detection technique. Recall that our
proposed stall detection algorithm (1) leverages the increase in playback offset in the LIS
to differentiate stalls with static scenes in the video content, (2) performs a majority vote
using a number of frames when a potential stall is detected. These steps were explicitly
designed to make the scheme more robust to frame alignment errors. Our evaluations show
that in contrast to the strawman solution, our stall detection indeed achieves high accuracy,
validating the design decisions. From our evaluation, for all runs (including runs with-
/without stall occurrence) on the 4 tested devices, the number of stalls is detected correctly.
The stall duration of 75.5% of runs with stall occurrence is detected perfectly. Even though
there are errors in detecting the stall duration for 24.5% of experimental runs with stall
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occurrence (6.9% of all experimental runs), the error is only a few frames (Figure 5.21).
The maximum error in detected stall duration for all experiments is 0.5 s. This illustrates
that our proposed stall detection algorithm is robust to occasional errors in frame alignment
and achieves high accuracy.
5.6.3 Track detection
In this section, we evaluate the track detection accuracy based on imperfect frame align-
ment results. We first check the track detection accuracy assuming all frames are perfectly
aligned. We find that similar to the benchmark shown earlier in §5.4.3, on all devices, with
a recording bitrate of 5 Mbps, the median track detection accuracy for frames is no less than
97.2%. The accuracy further increases with a recording bitrate of 20 Mbps. When combin-
ing the track detection results for all frames in a chunk, the median track detection accuracy
for chunks is 100% on all devices regardless of the recording bitrate (see Figure 5.22).
We next check how the errors in frame alignment affect the track detection accuracy. We
find that the track detection accuracy for frames only marginally decreases. For example,
as shown in Figure 5.22, the median accuracy only drops by 0.6% and 0.1% on N6 and
S7 respectively with a recording bitrate of 5 Mbps. The reason is that the errors in frame
alignment is relatively rare (¡5% on all devices). In addition, we find the errors in frame
alignment does not have any impact on the track detection accuracy for chunks. The median
track detection accuracy is still 100% on all devices. The reason is that our algorithm selects
the most frequently detected track of all frames in a chunk as the chunk track, thus is robust
to occasional errors.
In summary, the evaluations demonstrate that our proposed technique can accurately
measure video QoE metrics such as stall number and track distribution etc.
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5.7 Discussions
iOS platform. in this chapter we focus on evaluations on the Android platform. How-
ever, we perform some preliminary evaluations and show that RecVQ applies to iOS plat-
form as well. We leverage iOS’s built-in screen recording functionality to record video
playback. We find that the default recording bitrate is around 9 Mbps. Similar to Android,
the recording also introduces significant distortions. We repeat the evaluation in §5.5 with
one Youtube video and find that both the frame alignment accuracy and track detection
accuracy of VideoEye is higher than 99% for all tracks. We leave a larger-scale evaluation
on iOS devices to future work.
Machine learning techniques. As the first work to develop systems to analyze screen
recordings for streaming QoE, VideoEye show that even with relatively simple solutions,
video QoE can be accurately measured. We encourage follow-up work to apply machine
learning techniques to further improve the system.
5.8 Summary
In this chapter, we explored the idea of measuring ABR streaming QoE via recording
and analyzing the video displayed on the mobile device screen. We identified the technical
challenges involved, and developed a practical proof-of-concept solution to address these.
Extensive evaluation demonstrates that VideoEye has low overhead, and can accurately
detect important QoE metrics like displayed tracks and measure stalls.
There are a few directions to explore in the future to further improve VideoEye. First,
currently VideoEye requires the high-quality content reference and all encoded tracks as
the training materials. VideoEye can be further improved to relax such requirements by
exploring techniques such as machine learning. For example, it could require only some
frame samples from each track. Second, in this chapter, we develop VideoEye to work
with the distortions introduced in the recording process. Future work can explore model-
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ing and eventually eliminating such distortions to further increase the analysis accuracy.
Finally, while the current system performs analysis on the server, the overall approach can




WIQ: Understand QoE Impact of QUIC on ABR Video
Streaming with Minimal Effort
Chapter III, IV, V proposes techniques to measure the streaming QoE of existing ABR
systems, the majority of which use HTTP/HTTPS to transport video chunks. In this chapter,
we develop a system, WIQ (What-If-QUIC), to help developers understand the QoE impact
if they change the network protocol to QUIC in their ABR systems before actually devoting
effort to upgrade the client and server. It can help guide developers to make decisions on
whether to adopt QUIC and also develop ABR design that works better with QUIC.
6.1 Introduction
QUIC, a new transport protocol to replace the traditional TCP/HTTPS stack, has
elicited a strong interest in the field. Compared with TCP/HTTPS, QUIC offers many
enhanced features, e.g., 0-RTT handshake, better loss recovery and built-in support for
stream multiplex etc. to improve network performance. HTTP-over-QUIC is now being
standardized by IETF as the next generation of HTTP protocol, i.e., HTTP/3 [23]. It also
attracts increasing adoption by the industry. For example, popular mobile apps including
Youtube, Snapchat and Uber are already using QUIC for data transmission [112, 113].
However, there is very limited understanding on whether and how much QoE improve-
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ment QUIC can bring to commercial ABR video streaming systems. Youtube reports that
QUIC reduces their stall rates by more than 15% [9]. Some preliminary studies [114, 115]
perform measurements using their own emulated players. However, as the streaming QoE
is determined by complex interactions between a wide range of factors spanning different
entities such as server encoding and client adaptation algorithm etc., the results from one
service cannot be easily generalized to other services.
There is no existing solution for video service providers to understand the QoE impact
of QUIC before actually changing the server and client implementation. This causes a
‘chicken-and-egg‘ problem: such modification may require significant engineering efforts
and they want to gain understanding on the performance improvement they could get be-
fore investing such efforts. To address this problem, in this chapter, we develop a platform
called WIQ to perform what-if analysis and characterize the QoE impact of existing ABR
streaming systems assuming they switch to QUIC. The system uses two proxies to seam-
lessly convert between QUIC and HTTPS. It eliminates the need to change the server and
client implementation and requires minimal efforts from developers. Using this platform,
video service providers can also easily test different existing ABR designs and understand
best practices on streaming over QUIC.
We carefully design the system to make sure it introduces minimal overhead and the
behavior (such as connection management) is consistent with native QUIC applications.
Our key contributions are summarized as follows.
• We design WIQ, a system to perform what-if analysis on ABR streaming systems
and characterize the QoE impact of adopting QUIC without the need to change the
system client or server.
• We perform evaluations on WIQ and demonstrate that it introduces minimal over-
head. The extra delay is no more than 30 ms. To showcase the use of WIQ, We apply
it to ExoPlayer and find that QUIC effectively reduces the startup delay of ExoPlayer
by up to 991 ms.
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Figure 6.1: System overview.
6.2 System design
To allow developers to measure the video QoE over QUIC without the need to change
the server or client implementation, as shown in Figure 6.1, we propose a two-proxy ap-
proach. Near the device, we deploy a local proxy which accepts HTTP/HTTPS requests
from the client app, but forwards requests over QUIC to the remote proxy. Near the video
server, we deploy a remote proxy which accepts requests from the local proxy over QUIC,
but sends requests to the video server via HTTP/HTTPS.
In the system, the connection between the client and server is split into 3 connections:
the connection between the client device and the local proxy C1, the connection between
the local proxy and remote proxy C2 and the connection between the remote proxy and the
server C3. The end-to-end performance is determined by C2 which runs QUIC traffic, as
C1 and C3 have a good network connection with high bandwidth and low latency (the local
proxy is deployed close to the client, the remote proxy is deployed close to the server).
We implement the two proxies on top of GoProxy [116], a popular HTTP proxy im-
plemented in Go language. To add QUIC support to the proxy, we integrate it with quic-
go [117], a QUIC implementation widely used in previous studies [118, 119] and the Caddy
Web Server [120]. The proxies work slightly depends on whether the client uses HTTP or
HTTPS. (1) When the client uses HTTP to send requests, as there is no encryption, the
local proxy directly reads the request and forwards it over QUIC to the remote proxy. The
remote proxy reads the request and forwards it to the video server. (2) When the client uses
HTTPS to send requests, the local proxy performs Man-In-The-Middle (MITM) to inter-
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cept the traffic and extracts the HTTP payload. It then sends the HTTP payload over QUIC
to the remote proxy. We choose this option instead of the alternate: directly forwarding
the encrypted TLS payload over QUIC, as it would encrypt the payload twice and does not
match with real QUIC usage in the wild. The remote proxy reads requests from the QUIC
connection and sends HTTPS requests to the video server. In both cases, the video server
receives requests in the same protocol as the client sends them: if these two protocols are
different, it might lead to failure in the system. For example, if the client sends the request
using HTTP, while the remote proxy sends HTTPS, the video server might not support
HTTPS and causes failure. On the other hand, if the client sends the request using HTTPS,
but the remote proxy sends HTTP, the video server might respond by redirecting the client
to HTTPS, while the remote proxy keeps HTTP and causes infinite redirections. To avoid
such failures and notify the remote proxy which protocol clients initially use, the local
proxy appends the protocol name to the end of the hostname when sending the request to
the remote proxy. The remote proxy reads the protocol information from the domain name
and send the request to the original host.
We try our best to minimize the overhead incurred by the proxies and shall perform the
benchmark in the following §6.3. Meanwhile, to take the overhead into consideration when
doing comparison, we add the option to let the local proxy and remote proxy communicate
in HTTPS. When doing comparison, we do not compare the case where WIQ is not used
with the case where WIQ is used. Instead, we compare the case where WIQ uses HTTP
to the case where WIQ uses QUIC. In both cases, the end-to-end performance includes the
overhead caused by WIQ. The performance difference would only be due to the protocol
difference between QUIC and HTTPS.
The traffic from the client can be redirected to the local proxy via one of the following
approaches: (1) specifying the proxy in the system setting of the device, (2) using a VPN
to route the traffic from the device through the local proxy machine and using ‘iptable‘ to
redirect it to the proxy port.
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When the client uses HTTPS, the local proxy performs MITM and uses a self-signed
certificate to generate certificates to the client. To make clients trust these generated cer-
tificates, the self-signed certificate needs to be installed on the test device as a trusted CA
(certificate authority). From Android 7, apps no longer trust user-installed certificates. In
this case, developers can explicitly change the security configuration of the app to trust the
certificate for testing purposes.
To facilitate performance analysis, we instrument the local proxy to generate logs in-
cluding essential information to analyze the performance, including request URL, request
and response size, the time when the local proxy receives the request from the client, the
time when it receives response from the remote proxy, and the time it sends the response
back to the client etc.
We also change the connection management of the local proxy to make it match the
behavior of native QUIC apps. By default QUIC opens one connection for each host and
multiplexes all requests to that host on this single connection. In WIQ, as the local proxy
always communicates to the remote proxy, it will multiplex all requests for all hosts through
one connection, which does not match with the behavior of native apps. To fix this, we
instrument the local proxy to read the request host and sends the requests to each host on a
separate connection.
6.3 Overhead benchmark
The encryption/decryption operation and HTTP parsing when WIQ performs MITM
introduces extra delay. In this section, we perform measurements to characterize such
overhead of WIQ. In particular, we compare the time it takes to download objects with and
without WIQ.
We set up an HTTP server and host files with different sizes. We develop an Android
app to download these objects and measure the download time. As shown in Figure 6.2,












Figure 6.2: Benchmark setup.
VPN [121]. When WIQ is not enabled, the traffic sent to the VPN server is directly sent
to the HTTP server without actually processed by any of the two proxies. When WIQ is
enabled, the traffic sent to the VPN server is routed through the local proxy using “iptables”.
The local proxy further sends the data to the remote proxy.
We use tc-netem [122] to perform traffic shaping and emulate networks with different
bandwidth and latency. In the case without WIQ, we perform traffic shaping on the egress
of the VPN server. In the case with WIQ, we perform traffic shaping on the egress of the
remote proxy. The other two connections, i.e., C1 between the mobile device and the local
proxy and C3 between the remote proxy and the HTTP server, have very good network
conditions: the latency is less than 1ms and the bandwidth is no less than 40 Mbps.
We download objects of 10KB, 100KB and 1MB, which are close to typical chunk
sizes. The client test both HTTP and HTTPS to download the objects. For WIQ, there
are 2 settings: (1) WIQ disabled (we denote as noproxy), (2) WIQ enabled and the two
proxies communicate using HTTPS (we denote as httpsproxy), (3) WIQ enabled and the
two proxies communicate using QUIC (we denote as quicproxy. For the network condition,
we test bandwidth of 1 Mbps, 5 Mbps or 10 Mbps. For each (object size, WIQ setting,

















Figure 6.3: The time it takes to down-

















Figure 6.4: The time it takes to down-


















Figure 6.5: The extra time it takes to generate a new certificate and establish a new connec-
tion (object 10KB, bandwidth 10Mbps)
We find that the overhead introduced by WIQ is less than 30 ms for all object sizes
and network conditions. We show two representative examples in Figure 6.3 and 6.4. The
increase in download time is less than 30 ms for both small (10 KB) and big (1 MB) objects
in network with high bandwidth (10 Mbps) or relatively low bandwidth (1 Mbps).
When performing the above benchmark, the client uses persistent TCP connections to
send requests. We next evaluate the overhead of establishing a new connection. The first
time WIQ receives a request to a certain host, it needs to generate a new certificate for that
host and sends it to the client to finish the handshake process. This involves extensive com-
putation and introduces extra delays. As shown in Figure 6.5, it takes 149 ms to download
an object of 10 KB in a high-bandwidth network. Compared with this, for later requests
to the host, where the certificate is already generated and the connection is already estab-
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lished, it only takes 12 ms to finish the request. To minimize this overhead, WIQ caches
generated certificates to disk and reuses them for new connections to known hosts. When
the certificate is cached, it only takes 18 ms to establish a new connection and download
an object of 10 KB. When performing what-if analysis using WIQ, before the actual run,
testers could first perform a test run to ”warm up” WIQ and let it generate the certificates.
6.4 Showcase use case
In this section, we showcase how WIQ can help understand the QoE impact of QUIC
on ABR streaming systems. From Android 7 onward, apps by default no longer trust user-
installed certificates. As a result, without the help of video service providers, it is chal-
lenging to intercept the connections of commercial streaming services. In this section, we
perform the demonstration using ExoPlayer [123], a popular open-source Android player.
Note that app developers of commercial streaming services can change their security con-
figurations and generate test versions of the app to work with WIQ.
We encode the Big Buck Bunny [74] video into an ABR stream with 5 tracks using
FFmpeg. We host the video chunks on an HTTP server and use ExoPlayer to play it. We
collect 5 network bandwidth profiles and use Netem to perform traffic shaping based on
these bandwidth profiles. The latency between the local proxy and remote proxy is set to
be 100 ms. For each bandwidth profile, the experiment is repeated 5 times.
We find that for ExoPlayer, QUIC does not consistently improve streaming video qual-
ity compared with HTTPS. As shown in Figure 6.6, in some cases such as bandwidth profile
4, the duration of streaming low quality tracks (e.g., 240p) slightly reduces. However, in
some other cases such as bandwidth profile 3, the duration of streaming low quality tracks
increases. As shown in Figure 6.7, it does not consistently reduce stall durations either.
We find that QUIC effectively reduces the startup delay. As shown in Figure 6.7, the
startup delay is reduced by up to 991 ms. This is likely due to QUIC’s 0-RTT handshake
feature.
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Figure 6.6: Displayed tracks of Ex-
oPlayer over HTTPS vs
QUIC.
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Figure 6.7: Startup delay and stall du-
ration of ExoPlayer over
HTTPS vs QUIC.
6.5 Summary
In this chapter, we present WIQ, a system to help video service providers understand
the QoE impact of QUIC on their ABR streaming system without the need to modifying
the server or client. We demonstrate that the system incurs minimal overhead and use it to
show that QUIC can help reduce the startup delay of ExoPlayer.
As future work, we can use WIQ to perform what-if analysis on a wide range of com-
mercial services. Based on the measurement findings, we can develop best practices on





7.1 QoE characterization of commercial ABR systems
Some existing works make effort to characterize streaming QoE of video services.
However, none of the existing methodologies can be generally applied to the mobile VOD
services we study.
HTTP Parsing. Some studies [3, 39] extract bitrate information from the request URL
based on certain URL patterns. However, the URL pattern differs between services and
many services even do not have such patterns. For example, we find that Netflix and Ama-
zon do not directly put bitrate information in the URL. Akhshabi et al. [4] estimate the
chunk duration based on their sizes. However, we find that many video services use vari-
able bitrate (VBR) encoding. Even for the same track, the actual bitrates of chunks vary
significantly. In this dissertation, we develop techniques to parse the HTTP request based
on standard ABR protocols, which can be generally applicable to different services. In
addition, when traffic encryption is adopted, HTTP information is no longer available, de-
feating such approaches. In this dissertation, we develop two novel techniques to analyze
streaming QoE even in the presence of traffic encryption.
ML Classification. To extract QoE information from encrypted network traffic, some
recent work [17, 51, 53, 54] trains ML models to predict video QoE from traffic char-
acteristics such as network throughput etc. However, the predicted QoE information is
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coarse-grained qualitative results, typically binary decisions on whether the QoE is good or
not. It does not give information on the individual stalls or displayed tracks, making it im-
possible to get a comprehensive understanding of user experience. In addition, the model
is application-specific and requires labeled data for training, which can be hard to get in
the first place. In this dissertation, we develop techniques that give detailed information
on app adaptation behaviors and provide fine-grained QoE metrics such as the displayed
tracks over time.
Service-specific analysis. Some analysis techniques leverage service-specific features
to extract video QoE. For example, Youtube provides special modes [84] that display
streaming track information on the UI. Some apps output QoE debugging information in
logcat. However, such approaches only work for specific services with such support and
are not available for general services. In contrast, the systems developed in this dissertation
are generally applicable for ABR services with different designs.
7.2 Proposal of novel adaptation algorithms
Many prior works [18, 39, 40, 41, 5, 124, 125] have investigated the opportunities for
optimizing the rate adaptation algorithms. Jiang et al. [39] propose an adaptation algorithm
that improves fairness between multiple video streaming applications. Li et al. [40] use
a TCP-like probe approach to select video bitrate. PiStream [41] leverages physical layer
information in the LTE network to help predict network bandwidth and adapt video bitrate.
Huang et al. [5] select video bitrate based on buffer occupancy. These state-of-the-art algo-
rithms can help improve video streaming performance. In this dissertation, we investigate
the algorithms deployed in commercial mobile VOD systems in practice.
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7.3 Diagnosis of QoE issues in video streaming systems
Prior efforts [126, 127, 128, 129, 130, 131, 132, 133, 134, 135]have also emphasized
the importance and challenges of diagnosing the performance problems of video streaming.
Jiang et al. [126] propose to use clustering methods over client attribute to identify root
causes of video problems. A recent work [136] builds a machine learning model to perform
root cause analysis for poor video QoE based on network characteristics. These works
focus on identifying problems caused by the external environment such as poor network
conditions. In this dissertation, we build systems to understand the QoE implications of
various ABR designs.
7.4 ABR streaming over QUIC
Youtube is the only known commercial ABR service that already deploys QUIC in pro-
duction till now. Work [9, 10, 137] perform measurements to understand how QUIC affects
Youtube’s streaming QoE. Some other work [114, 115, 138, 139] performs measurements
using an emulated player or open-source players to understand the impact of QUIC on
video QoE such as startup delay etc. Different from these work that focus on a specific
service or only works for open-source players, in this dissertation, we develop measure-
ment techniques that work for general close-sourced commercial ABR services already
using QUIC and provide support for services that are considering the adoption of QUIC to
perform what-if analysis.
Some other work looks into how to improve QUIC to better work with video streaming
applications. Work [140] proposes to extend QUIC to support unreliable streams. [141]
proposes a new congestion control mechanism using QUIC to vary downloading rate based
on buffer status. This is parallel to our work which tries to develop ABR designs that better




Designing an ABR streaming system with good QoE properties is challenging, as the
QoE is determined by complex interactions between a wide range of factors across different
layers spanning different entities. To help identify QoE issues and derive better designs,
it is important to provide support for both first-party video service providers and other
third-party entities such as network providers to perform continuous measurements and
understand the QoE implications of various design decisions.
In this dissertation, we focus on developing techniques and building platforms to per-
form such measurements for general ABR streaming systems and understand the interac-
tion between different layers (e.g., network layer transport and application layer adapta-
tion). Specifically, we develop four techniques or platforms to address various challenges
in performing the measurements, including the proprietary nature of commercial services,
the adoption of traffic encryption and the use of the new protocol QUIC.
• We develop a general measurement platform to analyze the various design factors
and resulting QoE of ABR streaming systems based on standard ABR protocols and
common UI designs. We carefully craft black-box experiments to stress-test 14 com-
mercial services and glean critical properties of their design. From the study, we
identify a number of QoE-impacting issues and derive best practices for improve-
ment.
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• We design CSI, a novel system to support third-parties to perform active measure-
ments and infer ABR behavior even in the presence of traffic encryption. It infers
downloaded chunk sizes from associated encrypted packets and uses the sizes as a
fingerprint to infer the chunk identities. We develop a novel algorithm to efficiently
perform the inference. Extensive evaluation demonstrates that CSI achieves high
accuracy.
• We develop VideoEye to analyze streaming QoE from on-device screen recordings.
It is generally applicable for any videos and does not depend on specific network
protocols. We perform measurements to understand the distortions introduced in
screen recordings and develop techniques to measure video QoE based on properties
invariant of such distortions. Our evaluation shows that it can accurately measure the
stall duration and detect displayed tracks.
• We design WIQ to perform what-if analysis on ABR streaming systems and char-
acterize the QoE impact if they adopt QUIC. It eliminates the need to change the
system server or client, and thus requires minimal effort from developers. We per-
form evaluations and demonstrate the WIQ introduces extra overhead to the system
performance.
When designing these measurement systems, we leverage general properties that com-
monly apply to a wide range of ABR streaming systems. (1) For the black box measurement
techniques, we parse network traffic based on standard ABR protocol specifications. (2)
CSI relies on the insight that common encryption protocols do not apply extensive padding
techniques to hide payload size due to the associated data overhead. It also leverages the
fact that popular services widely adopt VBR encoding due to its higher efficiency com-
pared with CBR encoding. (3) VideoEye relies on fundamental properties in the video
encoding process. For example, the tracks with lower bitrate have more distortions and are
thus more different from the reference video. (4) WIQ performs protocol conversions at
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the transport layer and works with different ABR designs. None of these systems depends
on service-specific logic such as a particular adaptation behavior. Following this principle,
we guarantee that our systems are generally applicable to different ABR services.
In the future, when new ABR protocols, encryption protocols or encoding techniques
are proposed, our measurement systems can be extended to work with them. For exam-
ple, the HTTP network parser can be updated based on the specification of the new ABR
protocol. CSI can work with new encryption protocols as long as they do not apply exten-
sive padding to hide payload size. WIQ can perform what-if analysis for ABR streaming
over new transport protocols by integrating support for the new protocol. Even in the
case where there are unseen fundamental changes in the general properties our measure-
ment techniques depend on, the measurement philosophy our techniques follow can still
be generally applicable: understanding what chunks are downloaded and what chunks are
displayed over time. With these two pieces of information, we can gain valuable insights
into the ABR system design and measure streaming QoE.
8.1 Future work
There are a few directions that this dissertation does not dive in. We encourage future
works for further exploration.
• Live streaming and 360-degree video. In this dissertation, we mostly focus on VOD
content. In recent years, other forms of video streaming such as live streaming and
360-degree video streaming have been increasingly popular. Many of these video
streaming systems use similar streaming protocols as VOD (e.g., DASH and HLS).
The techniques developed in this dissertation can be directly applied or extended to
them with some modifications. We leave a detailed study to future work.
• iOS platforms. Many systems developed in this dissertation such as CSI and Video-
Eye are general for different device platforms. However, our evaluation mostly fo-
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cuses on the Android platform. We leave performing a measurement study on the
iOS platform to future work.
• Machine learning. To perform tasks such as identifying identities of downloaded
chunks from the encrypted traffic and detecting displayed tracks from recordings,
in this dissertation, we develop some simple but effective techniques. We believe
that machine learning techniques are also suitable to solve these problems and we
encourage future work to explore leveraging machine learning to further improve the
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